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Foreword

Back in 2004, Cisco decided to look into creating a new type of visual collaboration
experience that would surpass the more traditional videoconferencing. After investigating
different technologies, the decision was made to build this experience internally at Cisco.
Thus, the TelePresence Systems Business Unit was formed and the ultimate outcome was
the Cisco TelePresence System that has changed the way that enterprises communicate
forever.

Cisco believes in internally trying their own products and, through its Cisco on Cisco
organization and in the 3 years since shipping, has deployed more than 350 systems in 42
countries globally and enabled functions such as interoperability with traditional video-
conferencing, multipoint, intercompany, and integrated scheduling. At this time, there
have been more than 280,000 meetings scheduled and more than 51,000 meetings that
have avoided travel, saving the company an estimate of $174 million dollars. TelePresence
has become a way of life here at Cisco.

The TelePresence Systems Business Unit was founded on the principle of “It’s all about
the experience.” And that experience shows up in the complete solution that was created.
Cisco TelePresence is a solution that encompasses everything from the end user in the
room to the administrator. It looks at the room environment and the network to create
the best experience for the end users, and it looks at the management interfaces to make
the administrator’s job as easy as possible. Integration with the Cisco Unified
Communications platform enables a seamless integration with your existing telephony
network, both for internal and external (B2B) communications.

Tim, Kevin, Roland, and Alan have been part of TelePresence from the beginning. They
were instrumental in the creation of the experience and the success that TelePresence has.
They have created our deployment guides and successfully worked with our customers,
including many of the Fortune 500, to deploy within their own global networks. It is
through their dedication and knowledge that TelePresence has become a dominant player
in the industry.

I have had the privilege of working with the authors for several years. Their understand-
ing of the Cisco TelePresence Systems and the fundamentals around the solution is
unsurpassed. Their book provides the reader with all the information necessary to create
a successful deployment. Anyone involved in deploying, managing, or monitoring of
TelePresence will greatly benefit from reading this book.

Chris Dunn

Director, Engineering

TelePresence Systems Business Unit
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Introduction

I well remember my first Cisco TelePresence experience.

It was in the fall of 2006, and my manager had been urging me for several weeks to check
out the first pair of production TelePresence rooms at the Executive Briefing Center at
the Cisco headquarters in San Jose. However, I had kept putting it off because I was “too
busy.” Being familiar with many forms and flavors of video conferencing systems, I was a
bit skeptical that there was really anything new or cool enough to merit my walking seven
buildings over and seeing for myself. But eventually I relented and made the arduous ten-
minute trek, and my life hasn’t been the same since.

It’s difficult to encapsulate in words how authentic TelePresence is; it just has to be expe-
rienced firsthand to really “get it.” But I distinctly remember looking at a life-size image
of a colleague on the high-definition screen and seeing the second hand on his watch tick
in real time and thinking, “This can change everything.” And indeed it has and is continu-
ing to do so.

The Cisco company vision has been and continues to be, “changing the way we work,
live, play, and learn,” and never has a single technology (since perhaps IP itself) had such a
cross-functional impact and potential as Cisco TelePresence.

TelePresence quite literally changes the way we work. I can personally attest to this
because for the past decade, I had been traveling on average two to three times per
month: wasting hundreds of hours in airport lines and lounges, spending tens of thou-
sands of company dollars per year, and burning who knows how many tons of fossil
fuels. Now, I walk to the nearest TelePresence room and conduct meetings with col-
leagues and customers alike and then walk home, simultaneously saving time, money, and
the environment.

TelePresence is also changing the way we live. For instance, many Cisco employees usual-
ly have at least some members of their families living far away from them. In recent years,
during holiday seasons, Cisco has invited employees and their families to book their
respectively nearest TelePresence rooms (of which several hundred have been deployed
globally) and “visit” with each other. Ongoing research and development is aimed at
bringing TelePresence into the home, which would bring all of us closer to our distant
friends and families, without having to even leave the couch.

Similarly, TelePresence is changing the way we play. Recent initiatives in the sports and
entertainment fields have seen the introduction of TelePresence in various sports venues,
allowing for distant friends to “trash talk” while watching a game or for fans to “visit”
with their heroes, even though distances of thousands of miles might physically separate
the parties.

And finally, TelePresence is changing the way we learn. Geographically disparate teachers
and students are meeting and interacting with a degree of ease and effectiveness as never
before. Classrooms on opposite ends of the planet are linked together through
TelePresence, giving students a broader cultural exposure and a better global perspective.



And the list of ways TelePresence technologies can be applied goes on and on….

And so, in short, I was hooked. Soon after, I was honored and excited to join a cross-
functional team of experts, including Kevin, Roland, Alan, and many others, who were
tasked with researching and developing Cisco TelePresence solutions.

Shortly thereafter, a social incident further underscored to me the universal appeal of
TelePresence. For years, my wife and I had an understanding that at dinner parties, if peo-
ple asked me what I do, I was permitted to reply with “I’m in computers” and leave it at
that. If I was pressed, I could expand with “I design networks for computers,” but no fur-
ther. Otherwise, according to her, if I launched into the technical details of my day-to-
day work (which I always thought was interesting), people’s eyes would glaze over with
sheer boredom, and they would politely nod with feigned interest, and secretly wish they
never asked, and made quick mental notes never to invite us again. However, one evening,
after having been assigned to work on TelePresence designs for about a year, I found
myself at a dinner party with an elderly gentleman next to me asking me what I did. I
replied with the usual permitted one-liner, but as he pressed me for more, I quickly
glanced at my wife, saw the shooting look of warning in her eye, gathered up some
courage, and defiantly began launching into the detailed work we had been doing on
TelePresence. To my amazement, he seemed not only interested, but also excited about
some of the possibilities for TelePresence. And it wasn’t long before the whole table of
eight began joining in the animated conversation, talking about TelePresence solutions
and potentials at length, at the end of which, I shot a triumphantly victorious look back
at my wife, and the rules have been permanently relaxed since.

Back at work, our team immediately started doing research and testing to publish a series
of technical papers on best practices for deploying TelePresence systems, and only then
did we really begin to grasp how many layers of technology were actually involved in
TelePresence solutions, from audio to video to codecs to networks to firewalls to border
controllers and so on and so forth. The papers became longer and longer, and we then
recognized that having a single depository of such technical information would require a
book. And after nearly two more years of work, you hold the result in your hands.

Objectives and Approach

The objectives of this book are to introduce you to Cisco TelePresence technologies,
both at a conceptual level and at a technical design and deployment level.

To realize this objective, this book is divided into three main parts:

■ The first introduces and overviews Cisco TelePresence systems.

■ The second delves into the concepts of the various technologies that comprise
TelePresence systems and networks.

■ The third details best practice design recommendations on how these technologies
are integrated and optimally deployed as comprehensive Cisco TelePresence solutions.

xxi
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Upon completion, you should have a solid working knowledge of Cisco TelePresence sys-
tems and technologies and thus can confidently design, deploy, operate, and manage
Cisco TelePresence solutions.

Who Should Read This Book?

The primary group of readers for this book would be technical staff tasked with deploy-
ing Cisco TelePresence systems. These might include network administrators, systems
administrators, audio/video specialists, VoIP specialists, and operations staff.

A secondary group of readers would be technical decision makers tasked with evaluating
the business value and technical feasibility of deploying Cisco TelePresence systems.

A tertiary group of readers would be system engineers, partners, trainers, and other net-
working professionals who might need to ramp-up technically on Cisco TelePresence sys-
tems, with the objective of selling or educating others on these systems.

How This Book Is Organized

This book is organized in such a manner that it can be read cover-to-cover and be used as
a quick reference guide to specific technical information and design recommendations.

The content is broken into three main sections: the first section introduces Cisco
TelePresence; the second section expands on the various technologies that play a role in
TelePresence systems and networks; and the third section describes the Cisco validated
best practice recommendations to optimally deploy TelePresence solutions.

The two chapters comprising Part 1, “Introducing Cisco TelePresence,” cover the fol-
lowing topics:

■ Chapter 1, “What Is TelePresence”: This chapter introduces Cisco TelePresence, by
tracing the evolution of video communications from the 1964 World’s Fair to 2006,
when Cisco released their first TelePresence system, which featured state-of-the-art
technologies designed to transport high-definition audio and video, in realtime, over
a converged IP network infrastructure.

■ Chapter 2, “Cisco TelePresence Solution Overview”: This chapter overviews the
various components that comprise Cisco TelePresence systems and solutions, includ-
ing the Cisco TelePresence codec (which is the heart of Cisco TelePresence systems),
the Cisco 7975 Series IP Phone, the Cisco Unified Communications Manager, the
Cisco TelePresence Manager, the Cisco TelePresence Multipoint Switch, and the
Cisco TelePresence Intercompany Solution.

The five chapters comprising Part II, “TelePresence Technologies,” discuss the following
topics:

■ Chapter 3, “TelePresence Audio and Video Technologies”: This chapter delves into
more detail on how the Cisco TelePresence codec interacts with the high-definition
displays and cameras, microphones and speakers, the IP Phones, auxiliary compo-
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nents, and, most importantly, the network. Audio/video encoding and packetization
are extensively discussed, as are the effects of latency, jitter, and loss on
TelePresence flows.

■ Chapter 4, “Connecting TelePresence Systems”: This chapter details how individual
components interconnect and interrelate within Cisco TelePresence systems.
Additionally, the three main TelePresence deployment models, intracampus, intra-
enterprise and Intercompany, are described.

■ Chapter 5, “Network Availability Technologies”: This chapter presents a founda-
tional context for the best practice designs detailed in Chapter 9, “TelePresence
Network Design Part 1: Availability Design,” by introducing concepts and metrics
relating to network availability for TelePresence deployments. A broad spectrum of
availability technologies are overviewed, including device, network, and operational
availability technologies.

■ Chapter 6, “Network Quality of Service Technologies”: This chapter lays a base for
the validated designs detailed in Chapter 10, “TelePresence Network Design Part 2:
QoS Design,” by introducing concepts and metrics relating to network quality of
service for TelePresence deployments. Various quality of service tools are
overviewed, including classification, marking, policing, shaping, queuing, and drop-
ping tools.

■ Chapter 7, “TelePresence Control and Security Protocols”: This chapter provides
background for the the designs detailed in Chapter 11, “TelePresence Firewall
Design,” and Chapter 12, “TelePresence Call-Signaling Design,” by introducing con-
cepts and technologies relating to signaling, control, and security design for
TelePresence deployments.

The technical substance of this book is in the second half, specifically in the seven chapters
comprising Part III “TelePresence Solution Design,” which detail the following topics:

■ Chapter 8, “TelePresence Room Design”: This chapter describes topics that are
rarely covered in Cisco Press books and that many networking professionals might
be unfamiliar with but nonetheless are critical to properly designing rooms to sup-
port Cisco TelePresence, including wall, floor, and ceiling surfaces; lighting and illu-
mination; acoustics; and heating, ventilation, air-conditioning. and power.

■ Chapter 9, “TelePresence Network Design Part 1: Availability Design”: This chap-
ter details network considerations, targets, and design recommendations for highly
available TelePresence networks. Campus designs include virtual switch designs and
both EIGRP- and OSPF-routed access designs; branch designs include both dual-tier
and multitier branch profiles.

■ Chapter 10, “TelePresence Network Design Part 2: QoS Design”: This chapter
details network considerations, targets, and design recommendations for QoS-
enabled TelePresence networks. The service level requirements of TelePresence are
specified in terms of bandwidth, burst, latency, jitter, and loss. QoS designs for cam-
pus networks are detailed, as are WAN/branch and MPLS VPN networks.



■ Chapter 11, “TelePresence Firewall Design”: This chapter outlines firewall design
options for TelePresence deployments. Protocol requirements are examined for
TelePresence scheduling, signaling, media, and management flows.

■ Chapter 12, “TelePresence Call-Signaling Design”: This chapter examines
TelePresence call-signaling components, including the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager, Cisco Unified Border Element and Cisco Session Border
Controller, and TelePresence signaling operation and design.

■ Chapter 13, “Multipoint TelePresence Design”: This chapter expands the complexi-
ty of TelePresence deployments by introducing the Cisco TelePresence Multipoint
Switch, which enables up to 48 TelePresence segments to be joined together in a sin-
gle conference. Additionally, this chapter examines the network design implications
of TelePresence multipoint deployments.

■ Chapter 14, “Inter-Company TelePresence Design”: This chapter applies Metcalfe’s
Law to TelePresence deployments by introducing a solution that enables one busi-
ness to place TelePresence calls to another, namely the Cisco TelePresence Inter-
Company Solution. The end-to-end requirements of this solution are specified,
including quality, security, scalability, and reliability. The components of the Inter-
Company solution are analyzed, with emphasis on the Cisco Session Border
Controller and Cisco Unified Border Element. Additionally, the network architecture
and security of the Inter-Company solution are examined in depth.

Finally, this book concludes with the Appendix, “Protocols Used in Cisco TelePresence

Solutions.” This appendix summarizes and details the many network protocols used by
Cisco TelePresence Systems.

Tim Szigeti

March 2009
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CHAPTER 8

TelePresence Room Design

new systems, you need to focus on the principles discussed in this chapter and how you
can apply them to each type of system.

This chapter covers the following topics:

■ Room Dimensions, Shape, and Orientation: Discusses the physical size, shape,
and orientation of the room and the location of doors, windows, columns, and furni-
ture within the room.

■ Wall, Floor and Ceiling Surfaces: Discusses the recommended colors, patterns,
and materials of wall, floor, and ceiling surfaces within the room.

■ Lighting and Illumination: Discusses overall illumination considerations and spe-
cific lighting requirements and recommendations.

■ Acoustics: Discusses the concepts of sound reproduction and the effects of ambient
noise and reverberation within the environment and how they are measured.

■ HVAC: Discusses the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) require-
ments and the recommended types and locations of air-conditioning registers
within the room.

■ Power Requirements: Discusses power consumption requirements for the equip-
ment and participants and the recommended types and locations of electrical recep-
tacles within the room.

■ Network Connectivity: Discusses the network connectivity required within the
room for the equipment and the participants and the recommended ways to provide
network access to the participants.

Room Dimensions, Shape, and Orientation

The primary criteria for selecting a room is to find one that meets the recommended
width, depth, and height requirements and is free from obstructions such as pillars and
columns. The dimensions also play a critical role in how much lighting is required, how
the room appears visually on the screen, and the acoustic properties of the room.

The following sections provide details on each aspect of room dimensions, including
width, depth, height, angles, and shapes, such as curved or concaved walls and asymmetric
geometries, protruding entrances and vestibules, and the orientation of the TelePresence
within the room.
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Tip Each dimensional measurement has minimum, recommended, and maximum values.
You should strive to find a room that meets the recommended dimensions for maximum
flexibility and performance. Choosing a room that is either too small or too big can have
negative side effects as explained within each section.

Width Requirements

The room needs to be wide enough to comfortably fit the TelePresence system and any
peripherals that might be located on its left or right sides, with enough extra space on
each side for service personnel to access the back of the system to service it. You might
also want extra space for furniture, such as cabinets, coffee tables, couches, sofas, or stor-
age space for extra chairs.

Determining Room Width

To begin, find the width of the TelePresence system itself and add at least 1 foot (30.48
centimeters) on each side to enable service personnel to access the sides and back of the
system. The Cisco TelePresence CTS-3000, for example, measures precisely 18-feet
(5.486-meters) wide. Adding 1 foot (30.48 centimeters) of access space on each side brings
the minimum width to 20 feet (6.096 meters). Figure 8-1 illustrates the minimum room
width of a CTS-3000.

18 feet (5.486 meters)

20 feet (6.096 meters)

Figure 8-1 CTS-3000 minimum room width
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The CTS-1000 measures precisely 5.11-feet (1.557-meters) wide. Adding one foot (30.48
centimeters) of access space on each side brings the minimum width to 7.11 feet (2.167
meters). Figure 8-2 illustrates the minimum room width of a CTS-1000.

Tip The illustrations in this chapter are not necessarily to scale. The measurements clarify
the scale of the objects within the illustrations.

Factoring in Peripherals

The second step is to factor in any additional peripherals such as auxiliary data displays or
document cameras that might be located on the left or right sides of the system. Both the
CTS-3000 and CTS-1000 systems support the use of auxiliary LCD displays and docu-
ment cameras for use with the Auto Collaborate feature. You can often find these optional
peripherals on the left or right sides of the system to obtain the total width of the system.
Following are some specific examples to illustrate how to approach these considerations.

LCD displays come in different sizes and can be mounted to the ceiling above the TeleP-
resence system; mounted to the wall on the left or right sides of the system; mounted to a
vertical stand with a base located to the right or left sides of the system; or placed on a
piece of furniture such as a cabinet or cart to the right or left sides of the system. The sec-
tion “Height Requirements,” covers ceiling-mounted scenarios in greater detail. This cur-
rent section focuses on left- and right-side mounting options. Consider the example of a
customer who wants to install a 52-inch (132.08 centimeter) Sharp 525U LCD on the left

5.11 feet (1.557 meters)

7.11 feet (2.167 meters)

Figure 8-2 CTS-1000 minimum room width
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side of the CTS-3000. The 52 inches is the diagonal measurement of the display. The ac-
tual width of this particular display is 49.4 inches (125.476 centimeters). The bezel of the
display might be a few inches away from the edge of the TelePresence system and might
be mounted on a stand that has a slightly wider base than the actual width of the display.
The recommendation in this example would be to round up 6 inches to 12 inches (15.24
centimeters to 30.48 centimeters) to allow for flexibility in the exact placement of the dis-
play. Figure 8-3 illustrates this arrangement.

Document cameras can be mounted within the ceiling or located on a flat surface such as
a cabinet or table on the left or right sides of the TelePresence system. For the CTS-3000,
the optimal solution is to ceiling-mount the document camera above the table where the
participants sit. However, on a CTS-1000 it is popular to use a desktop document camera
located off to one side or the other. The Wolfvision VZ-9plus Desktop Visualizer, for ex-
ample, measures 12.6-inches (32.004-centimeters) wide and would likely be located on a
cabinet or table surface at least a few inches larger than the actual base of the visualizer.
Figure 8-4 illustrates this arrangement, where the cabinet that the WolfVision camera is
sitting on measures 2–feet (60.96-centimeters) in width.

Factoring in Additional Participants

The third step is to add enough space for participants sitting on the left or right sides of
the TelePresence system. This does not apply to the CTS-3000 model system, but on the
CTS-1000 it might come into play depending on the orientation of the system within the
room. Figure 8-5 illustrates a CTS-1000 with additional seating on the left and right sides
of the table.

The chairs depicted as silhouetted would not be used during an active TelePresence meet-
ing but could be located within the room like this to maximize seating capacity when us-

25.083 feet (7.645 meters)

61 inches
(154.94 cm) 

Figure 8-3 CTS-3000 with optional auxiliary LCD display on left side
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9.11 feet (2.766 meters)

2 feet
(60.96 cm) 

6 feet (1.83 meters)

Figure 8-4 CTS-1000 with optional desktop document camera on right side

16 feet (4.876 meters)

6 feet (1.83 meters)

3 feet
(91.44 cm)

3 feet
(91.44 cm)

3 feet
(91.44 cm)

3 feet
(91.44 cm)

Sitting
Zone

Circulation Zone

Figure 8-5 Example of CTS-1000 seating arrangement
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24 feet (7.315 meters)

Figure 8-6 Example of CTS-3000 with cabinets and extra chairs

ing the room for non-TelePresence meetings. Interior Design standards specify recom-
mended measurements for the distance from the edge of the table to the back of the par-
ticipant’s chair and from the back of the participant’s chair to the wall behind them. These
are referred to as the sitting zone and circulation zone, respectively. The recommended
sitting zone is 2 feet (60.96 centimeters), and the recommended circulation zone is 3 feet
(91.44 centimeters). The circulation zone provides enough distance for people to get in
and out of their chairs and for others to circulate behind a seated participant and accounts
for wheelchair accessibility. The third measurement to take into consideration is elbow

room. Each chair position needs a minimum of 3 feet (91.44 centimeters) of width. For
this reason, the recommended table width for a CTS-1000 room is 6 feet (1.828 meters) to
comfortably accommodate two participants seated at the table. To accommodate the ex-
tra chairs on each side of the table, you need an additional 5 feet (1.524 meters) on both
sides of the table, for a total width of 16 feet (4.876 meters).

Factoring in Additional Furniture

The fourth step is to add enough space for any additional furniture, such as cabinetry that
might be located along the walls on the left or right sides of the room, extra chairs that
might be placed on the side of the room, and so on. Figure 8-6 illustrates a CTS-3000 with
cabinets located on the left side of the room and extra chairs stored on the right side of
the room.

Understanding Maximum Width Constraints

Now that you are aware of the minimum and recommended width requirements, you need
to understand why Cisco specifies a maximum width. In the case of width, the maximum
recommendation comes primarily from the acoustic effects of reverberation within the
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room. When the width of the room is significantly wider than the recommended value,
sound traveling through the air might take longer to reflect off of the walls, resulting in
high levels of reverberation. Mitigating reverberation caused by excessively wide rooms
can occur a number of different ways. Of course, you can always build false walls on the
left or right sides to reduce the width of the room, but this is not always necessary. You
can usually achieve the desired results simply by placing furniture within the room such as
overstuffed chairs or couches, or covering portions of the walls in acoustically dampening
materials such as fabrics or oil paintings. The section “Acoustics,” later in the chapter, cov-
ers reverberation in more detail.

The other negative effect of excessively wide rooms is the amount of light needed to suf-
ficiently cover the entire room in even, well-distributed light. Avoid dark areas and shad-
ows, even if they are not within the view of the cameras. The wider the room, the more
light fixtures you need to blanket the room in light. The section “Lighting and Illumina-
tion,” later in the chapter, covers lighting in greater detail.

Width Requirements Summary

Based on all of the information covered in this section, Table 8-1 summarizes the mini-
mum, recommended, and maximum width requirements for the CTS-3000 and CTS-1000
model systems.

Depth Requirements

The room should be deep enough to comfortably fit the TelePresence system, with
enough extra space behind the participants for people to walk to and from their seats. You
might also want extra space for furniture, such as cabinets and sofas, or for extra chairs
behind the primary participants.

Determining Room Depth

To begin, find the depth of the TelePresence system and add at least 5 feet (1.524 meters)
past the edge of the table to allow for minimum seating and circulation zones. The CTS-
3000, for example, measures precisely 10.07 feet (3.069 meters) from the back of the light
façade structure to the edge of the table, and recommended specifications dictate that it be
installed at least 12 inches (30.48 centimeters) away from the wall to allow service person-
nel to access the back of the system. Adding 5 feet (1.524 meters) beyond the table edge for
the participant’s chairs and a circulation zone behind them brings the minimum depth to 16
feet (4.876 meters). Figure 8-7 illustrates the minimum room depth of a CTS-3000.

Table 8-1 Minimum, Recommended, and Maximum Room Width for CTS-1000 and
CTS-3000

Model Minimum Width Recommended Width Maximum Width

CTS-3000 20 feet (6.096 meters) 22 feet (6.7056 meters) 31 feet (9.448 meters)

CTS-1000 7.11 feet (2.167 meters) 12 feet (3.657 meters) 20 feet (6.096 meters)
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The CTS-1000 is a little different because it does not include an integrated table, so the
customer must supply a table and must understand how far away the table should be
placed from the system. The system itself measures precisely 9 inches (22.86-centimeters)
deep and is bolted flush to the wall. But the distance from the camera to the edge of the
table is a critical measurement because the camera on the CTS-1000 has a fixed focal
length and depth of field. If the participants sit too close to the system, they will appear
out of focus, and the vertical angle of the camera to their faces will be skewed, resulting in
a distorted view. Likewise, if they sit too far away from the system, they will also be out
of focus and will appear smaller than life size. The distance from the camera to the edge of
the table should be precisely 8.5 feet (2.59 meters). Adding 5 feet (1.524 meters) beyond
the table edge for the participants’ chairs and a circulation zone behind them brings the
minimum depth to 14.25 feet (4.343 meters). Figure 8-8 illustrates the minimum room
depth of a CTS-1000.

Caution The minimum depth is a critical measurement that should not be compromised.
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Figure 8-7 CTS-3000 minimum room depth

It is common for customers to want to sacrifice the service access zone behind the system
or the circulation zone behind the participants’ chairs to fit the system into a room that is
slightly smaller than the minimum measurements previously specified. For example, many
customers have asked if the CTS-3000 can be made to fit within a room that is only 14-
feet (4.267 meters) deep, or a CTS-1000 into a room that is only 10-feet (3.048 meters)
deep. However, you need to understand several critical aspects that should dissuade you
from doing this.
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Figure 8-8 CTS-1000 minimum room depth

Camera Focal Length and Depth of Field Considerations

First, the focal length and depth of field of the cameras on the CTS-3000 and CTS-1000
model systems are precisely designed to capture a subject that is 8.5 feet to 14.5 feet (2.59
to 4.419 meters) away from the camera. When the wall is too close behind the seated par-
ticipants, it has two negative side effects:

■ The participants appear “painted” onto the wall behind them because you have no
depth between them and the wall.

■ The wall appears to be “crawling” because it’s so close to the camera that it is within
the depth of field, and the pattern of the wall surface is visible on camera. Even rela-
tively smooth wall surfaces such as painted gypsum drywall exhibit this behavior.

In addition to these two visual side effects, the walls become marred and scratched over
time from participants bumping the backs of their chairs up against them.

Camera Vertical Viewing Angle Considerations

Second, the vertical angle of the camera’s field of view is designed to be precisely 7 de-
grees above the participants’ eyes (give or take a degree or two to accommodate different
people’s heights when seated). This provides optimal vertical eye gaze alignment. On the
CTS-3000, it is not possible to sit too close to the camera because it comes with an inte-
grated table, but on the CTS-1000, if the participants sit too close to the system, they ap-
pear out of focus and too low on the screen. The natural inclination is for the installer to
adjust the vertical angle of the camera slightly downward and pull the focus as far in as it
will go to get the participants within the camera’s field of view. By angling the camera
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down, however, you distort the angle of the camera to the subject resulting in a “down-
ward” appearance of the participant on screen and a misalignment of the vertical eye gaze.
Figure 8-9 illustrates this concept.

Factoring in Additional Furniture, Seating Capacity, and Wall Adornments Behind
the Participants

Now that you understand the absolute minimum depth requirements, consider the space
required for optional furniture, extra seating, and wall adornments in the back of the room
behind the primary participants. It is highly desirable that customers consider doing this
because placing adornments and furniture behind the participants creates a sensation of
“depth” on the screen and makes the participants and their environment look as lifelike as
possible. You might want to place cabinetry or artwork on the back wall, some couches or
overstuffed chairs for decorative purposes, or a combination of both. Figure 8-10 illus-
trates these concepts.

Tip If you add furniture and adornments to provide the sensation of depth within the
view of the camera, take caution to choose patterns and colors that look good on camera
and complement people’s skin tones. Avoid highly reflective surfaces such as glass picture
frames and certain colors such as deep reds and mahoganies or extremely bright colors
such as fluorescent signs. The section “Wall Surfaces,” later in the chapter, covers this in
more detail.

~7°

Minimum distance from camera

8.5 feet (2.59 meters)

Figure 8-9 CTS-1000 minimum distance from camera

Understanding Maximum Depth Constraints

The last thing to consider is the maximum room depth. As with the maximum width dis-
cussed previously, the maximum depth requirement is due primarily to lighting and
acoustic considerations, although the lighting consideration is even more severe in this
case because the back wall is within the view of the cameras, making shadows and dark
areas even more pronounced and undesirable. In addition, objects further than 15 feet
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Figure 8-10 CTS-3000 with cabinet and chairs along back wall

(4.572 meters) or so away from the cameras will become increasingly out of focus. There-
fore, although it is desirable to have slightly more than the minimum depth to allow for the
placement of furniture and artwork to create the sensation of depth in the image, if the
room is too deep, this will backfire on you because the objects on the back wall will be
completely out of focus.

Depth Requirements Summary

Based on all the preceding information, Table 8-2 summarizes the minimum, recommended,
and maximum depth requirements for the CTS-3000 and CTS-1000 model systems.

Table 8-2 Minimum, Recommended, and Maximum Room Depth

Model Minimum Depth Recommended Depth Maximum Depth

CTS-3000 16 feet (4.876 meters) 20 feet (6.096 meters) 23 feet (7.01 meters)

CTS-1000 14.5 feet (4.419 meters) 16 feet (4.876 meters) 20 feet (6.096 meters)

Height Requirements

The ceiling height of the room should be high enough to comfortably fit the TelePresence
system and any peripherals that might be located above the system and be within local
construction codes for fire suppression systems, suspended light fixtures, and so on.
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These codes vary by location and the age of the building, but in general, a minimum ceil-
ing height of 8 feet (2.438 meters) is necessary for a TelePresence system.

Determining Room Height

To begin, find the height of the TelePresence system. The CTS-3000, for example, meas-
ures precisely 6.76-feet (2.060-meters) high. The CTS-1000 measures precisely 6.48-feet
(1.975-meters) high.

Vertical Clearance Considerations for Light Fixtures and Fire Suppression Systems

However, the height of the system is not the critical factor that determines the minimum
ceiling height. What’s more important are the light fixtures and fire suppression systems.
Suspended light fixtures require a minimum vertical clearance from the top of the fixture
to the ceiling from which it hangs to achieve optimal reflectivity of the light bouncing off
the ceiling, and a minimum vertical clearance from the bottom of the fixture to the tops of
people’s heads. Even recessed light fixtures have a minimum vertical clearance to throw
the light out at the correct angle to provide the optimal coverage pattern. If the ceiling is
too low, even the most-expensive recessed light fixture cannot distribute the light prop-
erly. The section “Lighting and Illumination,” later in the chapter, covers more about light
fixtures. Likewise, fire suppression systems have regulations that determine the minimum
vertical clearance from the sprinkler head to the equipment and people below it. Consult
your local city or state ordinances to understand this better.

Factoring in Vertical Clearance for Peripherals

Second, additional peripherals such as auxiliary data displays or document cameras might
be located in the ceiling or suspended from the ceiling. Both the CTS-3000 and CTS-1000
systems support the use of optional LCD displays that you can mount to the ceiling above
the system or locate on the right or left sides of the system. If the LCD display is above
the system, you need to allow sufficient space between the light façade structure of the
system and the ceiling to accommodate the additional overhead display.

Consider the example of a customer who wants to install a 40-inch (101.6-centimeter)
NEC 4010-BK LCD display mounted to the ceiling above the CTS-3000. The 40 inches is
the diagonal measurement of the display. The actual height of this particular display is 24
inches (60.96 centimeters), and you might want to leave a couple of inches between the
bottom bezel of the LCD display and the top edge of the TelePresence system to allow for
flexibility in the exact vertical placement of the display. Figure 8-11 illustrates this
arrangement.

However, note that in Figure 8-11, if you suspend light fixtures that hang down 24 inches
(60.96 centimeters) below the ceiling, they might obstruct the participants’ view of the
overhead LCD display. Therefore, the ceiling must be high enough so that the angle of the
participants’ view of the LCD display clears the bottom of the light fixture by a comfort-
able number of inches (centimeters).

Document cameras, such as LCD displays, can also be mounted from, or within, the ceil-
ing. You can install the Wolfvision VZ-32 Ceiling Visualizer, for example, within a plenum
housing recessed within a dropped ceiling, or from a pole in situations where recessing it
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is not an option. In either case, the Wolfvision VZ-32 Ceiling Visualizer has a minimum
height requirement to properly capture a document or other object located on the table
surface of the TelePresence system. This is because you must install this particular camera
at an 18-degree angle from the area of table it will be capturing. Figure 8-12 illustrates this
arrangement.

6”
(15 cm)

18”
(46 cm)

6.76’
(206 cm)

24”
(60.96 cm)

8.76’
(267 cm)

Structural Deck

Suspended Ceiling

As required by
 local fire code

Figure 8-11 CTS-3000 with optional auxiliary LCD display on top

Tip Mount the Visualizer to the structural deck in such a way as to eliminate vibrations.
Vibrations caused by Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems can
cause the image on the Visualizer to “shake.” Refer to the manufacturer’s documentation
for recommended ceiling installation procedures.

Based on all the preceding information, the recommended ceiling height of a Cisco TeleP-
resence CTS-3000 and CTS-1000 room is 10 to 12 feet (3.048 to 3.657 meters).

Understanding Maximum Height Constraints

The last thing to consider is the maximum ceiling height. Like the maximum width and
depth discussed previously, the maximum height is primarily a function of lighting and
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Figure 8-12 CTS-3000 with optional wolfVision ceiling visualizer

acoustic considerations. Excessively high ceilings might make it extremely difficult to
provide the correct amount of light throughout the room and might cause severe shadow-
ing and dark areas, which must be avoided. Light fixtures take advantage of the reflective
properties of the ceiling material (for example, the ceiling tiles of a dropped ceiling reflect
light off their surface) to allow light emitted from the fixture to be spread evenly through-
out the room. Likewise, the ceiling materials also reflect some percentage of sound. If the
sound takes a long time to travel to and from the ceiling, it can result in high levels of re-
verberation within the room.

The most effective method of mitigating a ceiling that is too high is to install a dropped
ceiling to reduce its height. However, if the ceiling is only a few feet too high, to mitigate
lighting and acoustic issues, it might be adequate to simply use higher wattage bulbs in
your light fixtures and use ceiling tiles that have a high Noise Reduction Coefficient
(NRC) Rating to reduce reverberation. The sections “Lighting and Illumination” and
“Acoustics” cover more about light fixtures and reverberation. You might need to consult
a lighting expert to determine the most optimal type and quantity of light fixtures and
bulb wattage required based on the height of your ceiling.
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Height Requirements Summary

Based on all of the preceding information, Table 8-3 summarizes the minimum, recom-
mended, and maximum height requirements for the CTS-3000 and CTS-1000 model
systems.

Angles, Shape, and Orientation

Rooms are not always square or rectangular in shape, often have protruding entrances,
vestibules, or columns, and the walls can be curved or concaved. Walls and ceilings can
also be vertically or horizontally asymmetrical.

These types of geometric patterns can be good or bad, depending on the orientation of
the TelePresence system within the room. Consider the three primary factors:

■ How angles and shapes within the field of view of the camera appear on screen

■ Whether obstructions, such as protruding entrances and columns, interfere with the
location of the TelePresence system within the room

■ How the acoustics might be affected by curved, concaved, or asymmetric wall and
ceiling angles

Considering the Effects of Protruding Walls

First, consider how objects appear within the camera’s field of view. Figures 8-13 and 8-14
illustrate the horizontal and vertical fields of view on the CTS-3000.

From a top-down perspective (horizontal field of view), the cameras capture a portion of
the side walls and the entire back of the room. From the side perspective (vertical field of
view), the cameras capture everything from just above the participants’ heads all the way
down to the baseboards and even the floor, depending on how far away the back wall is
from the cameras. Refer back to the “Depth Requirements” section in this chapter for guid-
ance on how deep the room should be.

The point of these illustrations is to highlight that everything within the camera’s field of
view will show up on screen. Vertical and horizontal lines and shapes on the walls and
floor can appear on camera and be distracting; inverted corners can cause undesirable
shadowing because light from the ceiling fixtures might not reach it; and protruding walls
can interfere with the placement of the system.

For example, consider what would happen if a protruding wall or column were placed
within the room. Figure 8-15 illustrates this arrangement.

Not only would this protruding wall become an obstacle for the two participants seated
on the right side of the system and interfere with the circulation zone behind them, but

Table 8-3 Minimum, Recommended, and Maximum Room Height

Minimum Height Recommended Height Maximum Height

8 feet (2.438 meters) 10 feet (3.048 meters) 12 to 14 feet (3.657 to 4.267 meters)
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also the vertical edges of the wall would appear on camera and could be distracting. Most
important, in this particular example, the corners where the back and side walls meet the
protruding wall will likely be darker than the other wall surfaces because light from the
ceiling fixtures will not illuminate them as well. Depending on the dimensions of the
room, it might be possible to reorient the system to avoid this situation. Figure 8-16

Figure 8-13 CTS-3000 horizontal field of view

Figure 8-14 CTS-3000 vertical field of view
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illustrates one example of how this can be achieved, provided that the walls are wide
enough the fit the system and depending on the location of the door.

This example arrangement sacrifices access to the back of the system from the left side of
the system to place the system as close to the middle of the room as possible, but access is
still available from the right side, so it might be the best compromise in this example. This
arrangement also leaves no room on the left or right sides of the system for optional pe-
ripherals such as auxiliary LCD displays; however, if the ceiling is high enough, the cus-
tomer might opt to mount the auxiliary LCD display from the ceiling above the system.
Also, depending on the location of the door, this arrangement might not be possible at all,
or the door would need to be moved to an alternative location. The customer must weigh
the pros and cons of these trade-offs. The best solution might be to simply find a different
room or investigate how much it would cost to have the protruding wall removed.

Considering the Effects of Curved and Concave Walls

Next, consider the effect of curved and concaved wall surfaces. Depending on their shape
and the orientation of the system within the room, curved and concaved wall surfaces can
produce unfavorable acoustic side effects because sound reverberating off their surfaces
could converge at a certain place within the room. Figure 8-17 illustrates an example of
this effect.

24 feet (7.315 meters)

Figure 8-15 CTS-3000 with protruding wall within the horizontal field of view
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20 feet (6.096 meters)

2 feet
(60.96 cm)

Figure 8-16 CTS-3000 reoriented to eliminate protruding wall

The arrows within the diagram illustrate how sound emanating from the system reflects
off the walls in such a way that it converges in the center of the room. Reverberation levels
in the center are higher than on the outsides, which can throw off the echo-cancellation al-
gorithms of the system and cause a negative acoustic experience for the participants. Sim-
ple tactics for reducing this effect include placing furniture or hanging
acoustic-dampening material, such as fabrics or oil paintings, on or near the back wall to
either absorb the sound or cause it to reflect in a different direction. The section
“Acoustics” later in the chapter, covers reverberation in greater detail.

Considering the Effects of Asymmetric Wall and Ceiling Angles

Finally, consider the effect of asymmetric wall and ceiling angles. Walls can be asymmetri-
cal both vertically (the angle of the wall from floor to ceiling is not straight up and down)
or horizontally (the length of the wall goes in toward the room or out away from the room
at an angle). Ceilings can also be at asymmetrical angles. Figures 8-18 and 8-19 illustrate
asymmetric wall surfaces from a top-down and side perspective.

These types of geometries can actually have a positive effect on the acoustic properties
of the room because sound emanating from the system reflects in different directions.
However, the wall surfaces that appear within the camera’s field of view might be at odd
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Figure 8-17 CTS-3000 with concaved wall surfaces

Figure 8-18 CTS-3000 with horizontally asymmetric wall surfaces
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Figure 8-19 CTS-3000 with vertically asymmetric wall surfaces

angles and end up being a distraction. You might also find it more difficult to achieve a
consistent level of illumination along the wall surfaces because of the odd-shaped corners.

Doors and Windows

The primary goal is to keep all doors and windows outside of the view of the cameras.
However, this is not always possible and should not be considered a strict requirement.
Doors should ideally be located so as to maximize the circulation zone around partici-
pants’ chairs and should not be located behind or on the sides of the system. Figure 8-20
illustrates the recommended door locations on a CTS-3000.

The ideal arrangement is to have a vestibule, although this is seldom feasible given standard
conference room dimensions. Figure 8-21 illustrates an example vestibule arrangement.

Remember that any surface within the view of the cameras should be made of a material
that looks good on camera and complements the décor of the room. Therefore, steel and
wood grain doors should be avoided, particularly if they are within the view of the cam-
eras. Painted surfaces free of any distracting textures are the best choice.

Door jambs should be sealed to block ambient sound from outside the room from leaking
through the cracks in the door jamb or the space underneath the door. The section
“Acoustics,” later in the chapter, covers ambient noise in greater detail.

Cover windows, regardless of their location, to block out all sunlight and reduce acoustic
reverberation. Windows that face the interior of the building and do not allow any sun-
light into the room do not necessarily need to be covered, although you might still want
to do so for purposes of acoustics and aesthetics. When windows are within the view of
the cameras, special care needs to be taken to choose a window covering that looks good
on camera. Horizontal and vertical blinds are not recommended. Loose, billowy drapes
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Recommended door and window locations

Figure 8-20 CTS-3000 recommended door locations

and curtains are also not the best choice. Drapes made from a straight or taut material are
the most suitable and should ideally be a solid color, free of any distracting patterns or
textures, look good on camera, and complement the décor of the room.

Wall, Floor, and Ceiling Surfaces

Now that you have an idea of the necessary size, shape, and orientation of a TelePresence
room, the following sections discuss the importance of colors, textures, patterns, and the
acoustical behavior of the wall, floor, and ceiling surfaces within the environment.

Wall Surfaces

The color, Light Reflectivity Value (LRV), texture, and patterns of visible wall surfaces
greatly influence the quality of the video experience and the capability of the TelePres-
ence system to accurately reproduce human skin tones. In addition, certain wall surface
materials provide better acoustic behavior than others. Some materials reflect sound,
whereas others absorb it. The most common types of wall surface construction materials
are gypsum drywall, wood paneling, brick or cinder block, and glass.

Considering Surface Pattern and Texture

The first element to consider is the pattern and texture of the material. The patterns and
textures of wood grain surfaces and brick and cinder block materials can create odd visual
disturbances in the video and therefore should be avoided on all wall surfaces that are
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Figure 8-21 CTS-3000 with vestibule entry way

within the camera’s field of view. Likewise, surfaces with horizontal or vertical lines, such
as wood paneling, should ideally be avoided. Finally, surfaces with busy patterns such as
wallpaper are discouraged. The optimal choice is painted gypsum drywall.

Considering Surface Acoustic Properties

The second aspect is the acoustic behavior of the material. The wall surfaces should ab-
sorb sound from within the room and from outside the room. Sound emanating from
within the room should be absorbed by the wall material rather than reverberate off of it.
The amount of sound reflected by a material is the Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC).
The higher the NRC rating, the more sound is absorbed by the material. In addition, sound
emanating from within the room should not transfer through the wall material, nor should
sound emanating from outside the room transfer through the wall material into the room.
The amount of sound absorbed as it penetrates through a material is the Sound Transmis-
sion Class (STC). The higher the STC rating, the more sound is absorbed as it passes
through the walls. This also applies to doors and windows. Doors should be solid, not hol-
low, and the door jambs should be sealed to reduce the amount of noise allowed to trans-
fer through the cracks around the sides, top, and under the door. The section “Acoustics,”
later in the chapter, covers NRC and STC ratings in greater detail.

Although wood and gypsum drywall tend to absorb sound, materials such as brick or cin-
der block and glass surfaces tend to reflect sound. Finished wood surfaces such as paneling
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can also be highly reflective. Therefore, even if the wall surface in question is outside the
view of the cameras, it might still be undesirable from an acoustical perspective. However,
an acoustically reflective surface on one side of the room can be offset by an acoustically
absorptive surface on another, so just because the material is acoustically reflective does
not mean you shouldn’t use it in certain portions of the room for its aesthetic appeal.

Considering Surface Color and Light Reflectivity Value

The third aspect is the color and Light Reflectivity Value (LRV) of the surface. LRV is a
measure of how much light is reflected off a painted surface and, conversely, how much is
absorbed. Figure 8-22 illustrates a simple LRV scale.

Depending on the amount of pigment within the paint, deep, dark colors tend to absorb
certain light spectrums while reflecting others. For example, a cherry or mahogany wood
desk or cabinet can create a reddish hue on objects within the camera’s field of view and
cause certain people’s skin tones to look too red. Other colors can give people a greenish
or yellowish hue making them look ill. People who work with cameras and video equip-
ment, such as studio camera crews, newscasters, and the like know full well the effects
that different paint colors have on people’s skin tones. The behavior of the paint color also
depends on the color temperature and intensity of the light within the room. The section
“Lighting and Illumination,” later in this chapter, provides more detail about light color
temperature and luminosity.

For the uninitiated, rather than delving into the theory behind these concepts and expect-
ing TelePresence customers to become overnight experts in paint colors, Cisco has at-
tempted to simplify this entire issue by defining a palette of recommended colors to
choose from that provide optimal flesh tone depiction within the Cisco-specific camera,
codec, and plasma technology. For the specific color temperature and luminosity of a
CTS-3000 or CTS-1000 environment, Cisco has found that the best choice of paint colors
are those that are of a neutral tone, are chromatically tame, and fall within an LRV range
of 18 to 20 percent. Other TelePresence vendors and even future models of Cisco TeleP-
resence solutions might provide slightly different color recommendations based on the de-
sign of their systems and the type of virtual experience they want to create. For example,
a TelePresence solution designed for a doctor’s office or a hospital’s surgery room, or a so-
lution designed for a presenter on stage in front of a virtual audience might have radically
different paint color and lighting recommendations.

However, because of the vast number of different color systems and paint manufacturers
throughout the world, it has not been possible for Cisco to specify exact color reference
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Figure 8-22 Light Reflectivity Value (LRV) scale
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indexes on a global level. Therefore, Cisco took the approach of selecting several paint col-
ors from Benjamin Moore and providing those as “example” recommended colors. The list
that follows provides the currently recommended Benjamin Moore colors:

■ Wilmington Tan: HC-34

■ Huntington Beige: HC-21

■ Woodstock Tan: HC-20

■ Cork: 2153-40

■ Classic Caramel: 1118

■ Fairmont Gold: 1071

■ Peach Brandy: 112

Tip Do not rely on electronic or printed color samples. Computer monitors and printers
are not calibrated to accurately reproduce these colors; therefore, these should be consid-
ered as examples only. Customers are encouraged to order physical color samples (also
known as color swatches) from Benjamin Moore and take those to their local paint supplier
to have them matched.

Considering Surfaces in Camera Field of View

The last item to discuss is any other wall surface treatments or adornments that might be
within the camera’s field of view. This includes door and window frames, cabinetry, reces-
sions and other aesthetic wall construction, paintings, signs and company logos, or any
other object that has a surface that is within the camera’s field of view. The same principles
of color, texture, and pattern described previously apply to these objects as well. In addi-
tion, avoid bright contrasts, such as neon lights within a sign or company logo, and reflec-
tive surfaces, such as glass picture frames and dry-erase boards; however, some amount of
contrast is encouraged. For example, window treatments, a company logo, or an oil paint-
ing that complements the look and feel of the room can provide just the right amount of
contrast to complement a large surface of painted gypsum drywall.

Flooring Surfaces

The type of flooring material used within the TelePresence room can greatly affect the
acoustical experience of the system. The most common types of flooring surface material
are carpet, wood, tile and marble, and raised plenum floors. To be blunt, all materials
other than carpet are terrible from an acoustic perspective and should be covered with
carpeting. This can be an unfortunate yet necessary step for customers who have invested
a lot of money installing beautiful marble floors or those wanting to install a TelePresence
system in a room that has a raised plenum floor. There are two aspects to the acoustic be-
havior of flooring materials that you need to consider:

■ The amount of ambient sound that bounces off the surface versus being absorbed by
the surface is the Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC). All flooring surfaces have an
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NRC rating assigned to them. The higher the NRC rating, the more sound is absorbed
by the surface. Carpet provides the highest NRC rating of all flooring surfaces.

■ The amount of noise created by walking on the surface. This is the Impact Insulation
Class (IIC) and is also commonly referred to as foot fall. All flooring surfaces have an
IIC rating assigned to them. The clicking and thumping sounds produced when peo-
ple walk across a floor surface can reverberate throughout the room. This is espe-
cially important for raised plenum floors because the sounds reverberate within the
hollow space underneath the floor.

Note The section “Acoustics,” later in this chapter, covers NRC and IIC ratings in more
detail.

Consider the type of carpet you should use, given that carpet is the inevitable choice:

■ Portions of the carpet might be visible within the camera’s field of view, depending
on the depth of the room. (Refer back to Figure 8-14 in the Depth Requirements sec-
tion earlier in this chapter.) Therefore, the same principles discussed in the previous
section for paint colors, textures, and patterns apply to this portion of floor surface
as well. You need to choose a color for your carpet that looks good on camera, is
complementary to the rest of the room, and is free of loud or busy patterns. If the
carpet is not within the field of view of the camera, you are free to choose whatever
colors and patterns suit your artistic desires, although most corporate environments
tend to use warm or neutral tones.

■ The carpet should not be excessively thick or else the participants will have diffi-
culty rolling their chairs in and out from the table. Standard industrial-strength,
short carpeting, typical of what is found in the average corporate conference room is
recommended.

■ The carpet does not have to be laid in one solid piece. You can use tiled carpet that is
applied in sections. This is especially useful on raised plenum floors so that you can
still access the floor tiles to run conduit or cabling. However, tiled carpeting can tend
to wear around the edges because of foot traffic, so you need to consider how and
where it is applied and solicit the advice of a carpeting expert for assistance.

Ceiling Surfaces

The type of ceiling material used within the TelePresence room can greatly affect the
acoustical experience of the system and the illumination. The most common type of ceil-
ing material in corporate environments is dropped ceiling tiles (also known as suspended
ceilings). However, metal, wood, gypsum drywall, and cement ceiling surfaces are also
found in some locations.

Before analyzing different ceiling materials, it is worth stating that every TelePresence
room, regardless of size, needs a ceiling over it. This might seem like an odd thing to say,
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but some customers have tried to install TelePresence systems in rooms that have an open
ceiling. For example, this has been an issue when attempting to demonstrate a TelePres-
ence system in a trade show environment such as a convention center where they build a
booth to contain the system.

A ceiling is necessary for two reasons:

■ To isolate the room from outside noise, such as foot traffic and conversations in adja-
cent rooms and hallways.

■ Overhead, ceiling-mounted light fixtures are mandatory to provide the proper levels
of ambient light throughout the room.

Trade show environments have special ceiling considerations because anytime you put a
ceiling over something, all sorts of fire and electrical codes come into play. These subjects
are outside the scope of this book. You should consult a company that specializes in con-
structing trade show booths for details.

Dropped ceilings with removable tiles provide the best acoustical and illumination per-
formance. They also provide the most flexibility for rearranging objects within the ceiling
such as light fixtures, air conditioning registers, ceiling-mounted document cameras, and
the like. However, dropped ceilings might not be possible if the height of the ceiling is too
low. Customers should be aware of the negative consequences and what features they
might lose by installing a system in a room that does not have a dropped ceiling. After re-
viewing this section and referring back to the “Room Height Requirements” section previ-
ously in this chapter, when you take all factors into perspective, the best choice might be
to find an alternative room.

Two primary considerations when choosing a ceiling material follow:

■ Acoustic properties: How much sound is absorbed by the ceiling material?

■ Reflectivity: How much light is reflected off the ceiling surface?

Considering the Acoustic Properties of the Ceiling

First, the ceiling material should absorb sound from within the room and from outside the
room. Sound emanating from within the room should be absorbed by the ceiling material
rather than reflecting off of it. The amount of sound absorbed by a material is the Noise
Reduction Coefficient (NRC). The higher the NRC rating, the more sound is absorbed by
the material, which, in turn, reduces the amount of acoustic reverberation within the
room. In addition, sound emanating from within the room should not transfer through the
ceiling material, nor should sound emanating from outside the room transfer through the
ceiling material into the room. The amount of sound absorbed as it penetrates through a
material is the Sound Transmission Class (STC). The higher the STC rating, the more sound
is absorbed as it permeates through the ceiling. These concepts are further explained in
the “Acoustics” section later in this chapter. Ceiling tiles with an NRC rating of .80 or
greater and an STC rating of 60 or greater are recommended, as described in Table 8-4 and
illustrated in Figures 8-40 and 8-41.
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Considering the Light Reflectivity of the Ceiling

Second, as discussed in the “Lighting and Illumination” section, the goal of the light fix-
tures in the ceiling is to fill the room with just the right amount of ambient light. The ceil-
ing material chosen can either complement or detract from this goal. Ceiling materials that
are bright in color tend to reflect light off their surface, allowing the light fixtures in the
ceiling to reach their full potential. Conversely, ceiling materials that are dark in color tend
to absorb light, reducing the effectiveness of the light fixtures in the ceiling and making it
more difficult to achieve the proper amount of illumination within the room. Ceiling tiles
illustrated that are white or beige in color are reflective in nature. A surface that is too re-
flective can cause the amount of light bouncing off the ceiling to be uncomfortably
bright. The reflectivity of the ceiling surface should not be as reflective as a mirror, for ex-
ample. It should diffuse the light, while reflecting it to produce a soft glow unnoticeable
to the human eye.

Lighting and Illumination

Lighting is the single most critical element that can influence the quality of the perceived
video. It is affected by the dimensions (width, depth, and height) and angles of wall sur-
faces of the room; the diameter of the camera lens (known as the aperture); and the color
and reflectivity of wall, floor, and ceiling surfaces. Too much light, and the room will feel
like a recording studio and will be uncomfortable for the participants to sit in for long du-
rations of time. Conversely, a room that is not lit well enough will appear dark on camera,
shadows will appear around the face and neck of participants and in the corners of the
room, and the perceived quality of the video will suffer.

Have you ever wondered how television and movie directors record such vibrant looking
scenes, or how camera crews can take a picture of a room that looks so stunning and real-
istic? The secret is in how they illuminate the environment. Film and camera crews use
special studio-quality lighting to illuminate their subjects in just the right way to produce
the richest, most vibrant images possible. If you’ve ever been on stage, in a recording stu-
dio, or in a photo shoot, you’ll probably recall how warm, bright, and uncomfortable it
was under those lights. The primary goal of these environments is to illuminate the face of
the subjects, along with their background environment, so that they look good on camera.

Conversely, the average conference room or meeting room and cubicle and hallway envi-
ronments in office buildings are generally designed to provide a warm, soft lighting envi-
ronment that is comfortable to work in for long durations. The primary goal of these
environments is to illuminate table and work surfaces where people write or type on com-
puter keyboards.

The goal of a TelePresence room is to strike just the right balance between studio-quality
lighting and comfort for the participants. The participants and the environment around
them must be illuminated properly to produce the most realistic, lifelike video quality.
However, the environment should be comfortable enough for the participants to sit in it
for hours without developing a headache or eye strain.
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The three aspects to the design of lighting within a TelePresence room follow:

■ The angles and direction of the light and which surfaces it illuminates

■ The temperature or color of the light

■ The strength or intensity of the light

The following section begins by investigating the angles and direction of light required.

Considering Light Angles and Direction

In a three-point lighting system, three points, or directions, of light influence what the
camera sees:

■ First, the light that fills the entire environment is ambient light, or fill light. This light gener-
ally comes from fixtures in the ceiling to blanket the room in even, well-distributed light.

■ Second, the light that falls on a participant’s face is participant light, or point light. This
light illuminates the face to reduce shadows around the eyes, neck, and other such sur-
faces that directly face the camera. Point lighting generally does not exist in the average
conference room and, therefore, must be supplied as part of the TelePresence system.

■ Third, the perceived depth in an image as viewed by a camera is best when the sub-
jects’ shoulders and the tops of their heads are gently illuminated, causing them to
“pop out” from the background behind them. This is shoulder lighting, or “rim light-
ing and is optional for a high-quality TelePresence image. You can also use rim light-
ing to illuminate the wall behind the participants to achieve a similar effect (depth in
the perceived image).

Figures 8-23 through 8-26 illustrate the effects of fill, point, and rim lighting on a subject.

The critical types of light for a TelePresence solution are ambient (fill) and participant
(point) lighting. Shoulder (rim) lighting is optional and left to the discretion of the cus-
tomer whether to implement it. The remainder of this section focuses on ambient and par-
ticipant lighting.

Before getting into the details of how to design the proper amount of ambient and partici-
pant light into the room, let’s quickly touch on the concepts of light color temperature and
intensity.

Considering Light Color Temperature

The color temperature of a light source is effectively a measure of how yellow, white, or
blue it appears. The system of measurement used for rating the color temperature of light
bulbs is the Kelvin (K). Incandescent light bulbs produce a yellowish light, with a Kelvin
rating of approximately 2800K. The average fluorescent light bulb used in commercial
construction is 3500K. Studio environments typically use 5000K fluorescent bulbs that
produce a white light. Lower color temperatures are easier on the eyes and, hence, their
popularity in homes and office buildings; however, they do a poor job of illuminating
things sufficiently to make a subject look good on camera. By contrast, a room lit with
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Figure 8-23 A subject on camera with fill lighting only

5000K fluorescent bulbs will make you look fantastic on camera but will be uncomfort-
able to sit in for long durations. After much trial and error during the early phases of de-
sign on the CTS-3000, Cisco found that the best color temperature to use in TelePresence
rooms is 4000K to 4100K. Incandescent light bulbs do not produce this temperature of

Figure 8-24 A subject on camera with point lighting only
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Figure 8-25 A subject on camera with rim lighting only

light, and, therefore, fluorescent bulbs and fixtures are recommended. Fluorescent light
bulb manufacturers use different “friendly” terms to describe the temperature of their
bulbs, such as “cool white,” but in most cases they also print the Kelvin rating on the bulb.

Figure 8-26 A subject on camera with 3-point lighting
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For those that do not print the Kelvin on the bulb, you can usually look it up on the man-
ufacturer’s website based on the part number printed on the bulb.

Measuring Light Intensity

The intensity or strength of a light source such as a fluorescent bulb is effectively a func-
tion of its wattage. There are various systems of measurement for this, including lumens,
lux, foot candles, and candela. Cisco has chosen to standardize on the lux measurement in
all TelePresence-related documentation. Lux is a measure of the intensity of light within a
volume of space. It is also a measure of the intensity of light that hits a surface, such as a
wall, a subject’s face, or a table surface. The lumen, by contrast, is a measure of how much
light is emitted by a source. So although a bulb produces light in terms of lumens, what
you’re actually concerned with in a TelePresence room is how much lux it provides at vari-
ous points within the room. The average conference room or meeting room found in cor-
porate environments is approximately 150 lux to 300 lux. This is much too dark for the
aperture of a camera to sufficiently capture a human subject in good detail. By contrast,
the average studio environment is approximately 700 lux, which is much too bright for hu-
mans to be comfortable for long durations. After much trial and error during the early
phases of design on the CTS-3000, Cisco found that the ideal light intensity for a TeleP-
resence room is 400 lux.

To summarize, the goal is to fill the room with 400 lux of well-distributed ambient light,
using fluorescent bulbs with a color temperature of 4100K. However, when measuring the
light within the room, it is critical to understand the angles from which lux is measured
within a TelePresence room.

Cisco uses a tool called a lux meter to measure the intensity of light at various points
within the room. There are essentially four different angles from which light should be
measured:

■ From the camera’s point of view, looking toward the participants

■ From the participant’s point of view, looking toward the cameras

■ From the participant’s point of view, facing upward toward the ceiling

■ From the perspective of the side and back walls

Cisco divides the room into sections, or zones, to measure light from all these different
perspectives. Figure 8-27 illustrate the zones of a CTS-3000 room.

Zones 1 to 3 provide a measure of how much light is seen from the perspective of the cam-
eras. Zones 4 to 6 provide a measure of how much light is seen from the perspective of the
participants, and hence how well lit the participants will look on camera. Zones 4 to 6 also
measure how much downward light strikes the shoulders of the participants and the table sur-
face. Zones 7 to 9 provide a measure of how much light reaches the back wall. Within each
zone, it is important to note the direction from which the light should be measured. In zones 1
to 3, the measurement is taken with the lux meter facing the participants. In zones 4 to 9, the
measurement is taken with the lux meter facing the cameras. In zones 4 to 6, there is an addi-
tional measurement taken with the lux meter facing up toward the ceiling at shoulder height.
Figure 8-28 illustrates the direction the lux meter should be facing within each of the zones.
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In zones 1 to 3, the light is measured with the lux meter facing toward the participants at
approximately 5 feet (1.5 meters) from the floor. In zones 4 to 6, two separate measure-
ments are taken:

■ One with the lux meter facing toward the cameras at approximately 5 feet (1.5 meters)
from the floor.

■ The second with the lux meter facing up toward the ceiling at approximately 4 feet
(1.2 meters) from the floor.

Camera/Display 
Zones 

Participant Zones 

Back Wall Zones 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 

7 8 9 

Figure 8-27 CTS-3000 illumination zones—top down view
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Figure 8-28 CTS-3000 illumination zones—side view
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Finally, in zones 7 to 9, the light is measured with the lux meter facing toward the cameras
at approximately 5 feet (1.5 meters) from the floor. Throughout all 9 zones, the light
should measure approximately 400 lux, except for the second measurement in zones 4 to
6, in which the light should measure approximately 600 to 700 lux. No point in the room
should measure lower than 150 lux or higher than 700 lux. Areas that are lower than 150
lux appear completely black on camera, and areas that are higher than 700 lux appear
washed out on camera.

By following this methodology for measuring light within your TelePresence environment,
you can achieve the best quality video and consistent, reproducible results. Although the
illustrations provided are specific to the CTS-3000, you can use the same methodology in
smaller or bigger rooms by simply shrinking or increasing the size and number of zones.

Light Fixture and Bulb Considerations

Fluorescent bulb manufacturers specify bulb intensity in terms of how many lumens they
produce, but you are concerned with how much light they provide (in terms of lux) at vari-
ous places throughout the room. The challenge, therefore, is to identify the number of
bulbs per fixture, the number of fixtures, and the wattage per bulb required to achieve the
desired amount of lux throughout the room. An expert lighting consultant can assist you
to determine the best lighting configuration for any given room, and there are lighting de-
sign software applications on the market to help you determine precisely which type of
fixture, how many bulbs per fixture, and what wattage of bulb you should use. Cost is ob-
viously an important factor as well, so the ultimate goal is to find the right combination at
the best possible price. This can also vary by city and by country because of the variety
of fixture manufactures and construction costs in various parts of the world. The follow-
ing sections provide some recommendations on the types and quantity of light fixtures
that have been used successfully in Cisco TelePresence rooms to date.

The two most common types of ceiling light fixtures used within TelePresence rooms are
pendant-style fixtures that hang down from the ceiling and recessed fixtures that are re-
cessed within the ceiling. Both types are further broken down into three subtypes based
on what direction the light is thrown: 100 percent direct, 100 percent indirect, and direct-
indirect. Figure 8-29 and Figure 8-30 illustrate these various types of fixtures.

One hundred-percent direct light fixtures direct the light straight down instead of dispers-
ing it evenly throughout the room. Therefore, the light will be more intense directly under
the fixture compared to the perimeter of the area, or zone, in which it’s measured. This re-
sults in hot spots on camera where the tops of people’s heads and table surfaces is ex-
tremely bright and washed out, but the background areas such as wall surfaces are darker
and shadowed. Therefore, 100-percent direct light fixtures are not recommended.

One hundred-percent indirect light fixtures function by directing light upward toward the
ceiling or by refracting the light off a reflective surface within the fixture. This allows the
light to be more evenly distributed throughout the room. As illustrated in Figure 8-30, in-
direct light fixtures can either be hung from the ceiling as a pendant-style fixture or re-
cessed in the ceiling. Both types are recommended, but which one you ultimately decide
to use depends on the dimensions (width, depth, and height) of the room.
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Figure 8-29 Example of 100 percent direct light fixtures

Both pendant-style and recessed-style fixtures are also available in direct-indirect configu-
rations, where a portion of the light (for example, 20 percent) is directed downward while
the remaining portion (for example, 80 percent) is directed upward toward the ceiling or
reflective surface within the fixture. These are not recommended for the same reason that
100-percent direct fixtures are not—the portion of light that is directed downward could
create hot spots. Figure 8-31 illustrates the difference between a direct and indirect fix-
ture and a 100-percent indirect fixture.

Another aspect of indirect light fixtures is the degree of dispersion, which is a measure of
the angle at which light is thrown from the fixture. The greater the degree of dispersion,
the less fixtures are required to provide the same coverage of an area. Figure 8-32 illus-
trates the difference between a standard fixture that has a degree of dispersion less than 60
degrees and a higher-end fixture that has a degree of dispersion greater than 60 degrees.

Now, consider some example 100-percent indirect ceiling fixture arrangements, based on
different room dimensions. These examples assume the use of a CTS-3000 room measur-
ing 20-feet wide x 15 feet to 20-feet deep (6.096 meters wide x 4.572 meters to 6.096 me-
ters deep). Figure 8-33 illustrates the recommended number and placement of fixtures
using standard quality 2-feet x 4-feet (.609 meters x 1.219 meters) recessed fixtures.
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You can also achieve the same results using a higher-end model of fixture that provides ei-
ther more bulbs per fixture (for example, four bulbs instead of two), run at a higher
wattage level per bulb (for example, 80 watts instead of 40 watts) or with a higher degree
of dispersion. Figure 8-34 illustrates this arrangement.

Figure 8-30 Example of 100 percent indirect light fixtures

Direct/Indirect 100% Indirect

Even diffusion of light

Recommended

Uneven diffusion of light

Figure 8-31 Direct and indirect light fixture versus 100-percent indirect light fixture
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4’

< 60° of dispersion 

6’

Recommended

> 60° of dispersion 

Figure 8-32 Light fixture degrees of dispersion

Higher-End recessed 100% indirect 2-ft x 4-ft fixtures 

15-20 feet (4.572-6.096 m
eters)

20 feet (6.096 meters)

Figure 8-33 Example CTS-3000 using standard recessed light fixtures
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Higher-End recessed 100% indirect 2-ft x 4-ft fixtures 

15-20 feet (4.572-6.096 m
eters)

20 feet (6.096 meters)

Figure 8-34 Example CTS-3000 using higher-end recessed light fixtures

Likewise, you can achieve the same results using 100-percent indirect standard suspended
light fixtures. Figure 8-35 illustrates this arrangement for a room that is 15-feet deep (4.572
meters deep), while Figure 8-36 illustrates this arrangement for a slightly deeper room.

Light Fixture Ballast Considerations

The last item to consider when choosing a light fixture is the type of ballast it uses. The
ballast is the device within the fixture that regulates the flow of power through the bulb.
Fluorescent light fixtures have two types of ballasts: magnetic and electronic. Although
magnetic ballasts are frequently preferred for their durability and long life, they produce a
flickering effect on the TelePresence video because the cameras operate at a different fre-
quency than the light fixtures. Therefore, electronic ballasts are required for Cisco TeleP-
resence rooms.

Tip It is important that you use light fixtures with electronic ballasts. It is common to
overlook this when designing the TelePresence room;, when the system is installed and first
used, the customer sees the flickering on the screen, and then the light fixtures have to be
swapped out. This can cause the installation to be delayed and the costs of the installation
to increase.
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Suspended 100% indirect fixture

15 feet (4.572 m
eters)

20 feet (6.096 meters)

Figure 8-35 Example CTS-3000 suspended light fixture for a 15-foot deep room

Acoustics

One of the most impressive aspects of the Cisco TelePresence solution is its audio quality.
The sound is spatial (emanates from the direction of the person who is speaking) and is
full-duplex. (You can talk over each other with no clipping.) The microphones are direc-
tional and have a coverage pattern designed to capture the voice of the participants sitting
directly in front of them. The microphones also filter out certain background frequencies.
The audio compression board in the system encodes the voice from the participants at
48KHz using the Advanced Audio Coding—Low Delay compression algorithm. On the
receiving end, the speakers are specifically designed to reproduce the frequency range and
decibel levels of human speech so that it feels life-like, as if the person is sitting 8 feet
(2.438 meters) or so away from you on the other side of the virtual table.

Other capabilities within the Cisco TelePresence portfolio exploit the acoustic properties
of the Cisco TelePresence system. In multipoint meetings for example, the Cisco TelePres-
ence Multipoint Switch (CTMS) relies on the signal strength of the audio coming from
each microphone to determine which segment should be displayed at any given time.
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Background noise and reverberation in the room can degrade these acoustic qualities and
even disrupt the switching behavior in multipoint meetings. Therefore, careful engineering
of the environment must be done to ensure that ambient noise and reverberation levels
within the room are kept in check. However, you don’t want the TelePresence room to be
so flat and sterile acoustically speaking that it feels like you’re in a sound chamber or
recording studio. The goal is to re-create the experience of an in-person meeting, so some
amount of ambient noise and reverberation is tolerable—even desirable. Cisco has defined
precise targets and thresholds for ambient noise and reverberation levels within a TelePres-
ence room, providing a comprehensive test methodology for measuring those levels and
recommendations for remediating typical sources of higher than desired ambient noise
and reverberation.

Measuring Ambient Noise

Ambient noise is everywhere and is generated by numerous things. Take a moment to
pause and listen to the background noises around you. Have you ever noticed the sound
of the air whooshing through the air-conditioning ventilation vents in your room, the

Suspended 100% indirect fixture

20 feet (6.096 m
eters)

20 feet (6.096 meters)

Figure 8-36 Example CTS-3000 recessed light fixtures for a 20-foot deep rooms
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gentle humming of the air-conditioning machinery in the ceiling, the buzzing of fluores-
cent light fixtures above you, the sound of cars and buses and ambulances passing by on
the street outside your building, the people talking in the room next door, or the sounds
of phones ringing in the offices and cubicles around yours? You probably haven’t because
your brain has become accustom to those sounds and unconsciously tunes them out, but
those are exactly the types of sounds we are interested in measuring and, to the degree
possible, eliminating inside the TelePresence room.

Ambient noise can emanate through thin, hollow walls or through the cracks in the door
jamb around the door. It can travel up and over walls from adjoining rooms and corridors
and permeate through the ceiling into your room. This section discusses methods for
treating the walls, doors, flooring, and ceiling materials to remediate these sources of
noise, but first, consider how these noise sources are measured.

Cisco uses a Sound Pressure Level (SPL) meter to measure the level of ambient sound
within the room. SPL is a logarithmic measurement of the root square mean (or average
power) pressure of sound relative to silence. It is denoted in decibels (dB), with silence
equal to 0dB. Sound travels through the air in waves. Therefore, SPL is simply a measure of
the strength, or pressure, of that wave.

The SPL of human speech is generally 60dB to 65dB. Because of the way the human ear
and brain work, background sound that is 25dB to 30dB less than human speech generally
goes unnoticed. Therefore, the goal is create a room where the average SPL of ambient
background noise is no greater than approximately 36dB. Noise levels exceeding 42dB are
cause for concern, and levels exceeding 50dB can cause significant problems with the
TelePresence experience.

When measuring the SPL level of a room, the average measurement across the entire envi-
ronment (that is, throughout the room) is used. This establishes a baseline measurement re-
ferred to as the noise floor average. However, because sound dissipates over distance,
when measuring the SPL of a specific source, such as an air conditioning vent or fluores-
cent light fixture, the SPL is taken from a defined distance from the source (for example,
SPL = 30dB at 1 meter away from the vent).

As with the lighting measurement techniques discussed in the previous sections, Cisco di-
vides the room into sections, or zones, to measure the ambient noise floor average at vari-
ous points within the room. Figure 8-37 illustrates the acoustic zones of a CTS-3000 room.

Within each of the six zones, the ambient noise is measured with the decibel meter ap-
proximately 5 feet (1.5 meters) from the floor using a slow sweeping motion to capture the
average SPL for that zone. These measurements are done using an A-weighted test. A sev-
enth measurement is taken using a C-weighted test within the middle of the room (front of
zone 5) to capture the C-weighted average SPL for the entire room. Note that the C-
weighted target is approximately 52dB, compared to the A-weighted target of 36dB men-
tioned previously. Finally, specific measurements are taken of any particular source of
noise, such as each of the air conditioning vents in the room, at a distance of 3 feet (1 meter)
from the source, using an A-weighted test. You should be concerned with any A-weighted
measurements that exceed 36dB, a C-weighted measurement that exceeds 56dB, or any
specific source such as HVAC vents that exceed 36dB at 3 feet (1 meter) distance from the
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source. For all these tests, you should choose a time of the day that represents the high av-
erage, ideally, when the HVAC is actively producing air flow through the vents.

Measuring Reverberation

Reverberation is essentially a measurement of how long a sound continues to bounce
around the room before decaying to the point that it can no longer be heard. The measure-
ment used to denote reverberation is called RT60, which is a measurement of the time re-
quired for a sound to decay by 60dB. For example, if you have a source generating sound
at 65dB, and it takes 200ms for that sound to dissipate to 5dB, the RT60 measurement for
that sound is 200ms. The more the sound can reflect off of walls, ceiling, flooring, and
other surfaces, the longer it will take for that sound to decay. Figure 8-38 illustrates this
concept.

The ideal reverberation level for a Cisco TelePresence room is 150ms to 300ms. Levels
ranging from 300ms to 500ms are cause for concern, and levels exceeding 500ms can
cause significant problems with the TelePresence experience. Reverberation is measured
for each of the following frequency ranges independently: 125Hz, 250Hz, 500Hz, 1kHz,
2kHz, and 4kHz. Different frequencies of sound reflect off of (or are absorbed by) wall,
ceiling, and flooring surfaces differently. Although the human ear cannot discern all these
frequencies, the microphones of the TelePresence system might. Therefore, measuring the
reverberation of all these frequencies ensures that we understand the acoustic behavior of
the room for all types of sounds, from the low frequency sounds generated by building
machinery, through the frequencies of human speech and music, up into the higher

1 2 3

4 5 6

Figure 8-37 CTS-3000 acoustic zones: top down view
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pitched sounds generated by electronic devices. For each of these tests, you want to meas-
ure from the center of the room, as illustrated in Figure 8-39.

Direct sound

10 ms 

Reverberation
30 ms

Reverberation

90 ms

Figure 8-38 Reverberation illustrated

R

Figure 8-39 Reverberation zone: top down view
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To measure reverberation, place the decibel meter in RT60 mode in the center of the room
on a table surface approximately 5 feet (1.5 meters) off the floor. Use a tone generator and
amplified speaker to completely fill the room with > 70dB of white or pink noise for several
seconds and then instantly silence the tone generator. The decibel meter measures the time
it takes (in milliseconds) for the noise to decay by 60dB. Repeat the test for each of the six
frequency levels. For accuracy, several measurements should be taken with the tone genera-
tor and amplified speaker at different locations within the room for each of the frequency
ranges to ensure that your measurements represent a true average for the room.

Tip White and pink noise are patterns of sound produced by a tone generator for the pur-
pose of testing reverberation. They sound like static to the human ear. Pink noise is gener-
ally used for TelePresence RT60 tests because pink noise more accurately emulates the way
the human auditory system works and, therefore, provides a more precise measurement of
how reverberation would be detected by the human ear.

Targeted and Maximum Ambient Noise and

Reverberation Levels

Table 8-4 summarizes the targets and thresholds for ambient noise and reverberation.

Controlling Ambient Noise and Reverberation Levels

The primary method of controlling ambient noise and reverberation levels within the room
is to use the appropriate wall, flooring, and ceiling building materials. All types of building
material have ratings associated with them for the following three acoustic properties:

■ Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC): The NRC is a rating that represents the
amount of sound energy absorbed upon striking a surface. An NRC of 0 indicates

Table 8-4 Target and Maximum Ambient Noise and Reverberation Levels

Measurement Target Maximum Notes

Ambient Noise Floor Average 
(A-Weighted)

36dB 42dB Within each of the six
zones

Ambient Noise Floor Average 
(C-Weighted)

56dB 62dB In the front of zone 5

Specific noise source 
(@ 1 meter from the source)

36dB 42dB Air-conditioning vents, light
fixtures, or any other spe-
cific device such as the fan
on a UPS or Ethernet
switch

Reverberation (RT60) 150ms–300ms 500ms For each of the six
frequency levels
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perfect reflection; an NRC of 1 indicates perfect absorption. NRC generally pertains
to sound within the room and, therefore, applies to wall, flooring, and ceiling sur-
faces. The target NRC for a TelePresence room is .60.

■ Sound Transmission Class (STC): The STC is a rating that represents the amount
of sound energy required to transfer through a surface or structure. An STC of 40 re-
quires greater than 40 decibels of sound energy to transfer through the structure.
STC generally pertains to sound leaking into the room from adjacent rooms and corri-
dors and, therefore, pertains to wall and ceiling surfaces and items such as doors and
windows that can leak audio. The target STC for a TelePresence room is 60 for inter-
nal walls, doors, and windows and 90 for external walls, doors, and windows.

■ Impact Insulation Class (IIC): The IIC is a rating similar to STC but pertains specif-
ically to flooring surfaces. IIC measures the resistance to the transmission of impact
noise such as footfall, chairs dragging, and dropped items. This measurement is espe-
cially important in multifloor buildings and with plenum flooring. The IIC represents
the amount of sound energy required to transfer sound through a surface or struc-
ture. An IIC of 40 would require greater than 40 decibels of sound energy to travel
through a surface or structure. The target IIC for a TelePresence room is 60.

Table 8-5 summarizes the target and maximum ratings for common construction surfaces
within the TelePresence room. The Notes column provides examples of the types of mate-
rials you can use to achieve these ratings.

Table 8-5 Target and Maximum NRC, STC, and IIC Ratings

Material Acoustic

Property

Target Maximum Notes

Walls NRC .40 .30 Acoustic fabric on gypsum or moderate-
weighted curtains

STC 60 40 1/2-in. gypsum drywall on both sides with
heavy insulation or acoustic panels

Flooring NRC .40 .30 Padded carpeting over cement

IIC 60 40 Standard commercial construction practices

Ceiling
Tile

NRC .80 .70 Commercial acoustic ceiling tile

STC 60 40 Commercial acoustic ceiling tile

Doors STC 60 40 Solid core door with gasket on top, bottom,
and sides

Interior
Windows

STC 60 40 1/4-in. double pane windows or acoustical
treated coverings

Exterior
Windows

STC 90 70 Location near high traffic or airports might
want highest ratings
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Scenarios for Mitigating Ambient Noise and

Reverberation

This section concludes with a few common scenarios for how these ratings apply and
what type of remediation tactics you can use.

First, by far the most common problem encountered by customers is the noise created by
the HVAC registers. The challenge is that because the TelePresence equipment and the hu-
man bodies within the room produce so much heat, either a high level of air flow or a low
temperature air flow is required to achieve a comfortable temperature within the room.
Finding the proper balance of temperature, air flow, and SPL can be tricky. On one hand,
increasing the air flow generally causes the SPL of the register to go well above the maxi-
mum of 46dB, either as a result of the air flow through the register or the machinery noise
created by the motors and fans traveling through the ducting. On the other hand, decreas-
ing the temperature can cause the air flowing out of the register to be uncomfortably cold
for people who happen to stand or sit directly beneath it. It is recommended that you con-
sult an HVAC specialist for assistance in finding the proper balance for your room. How-
ever, one general piece of advice is to always use NC30-rated air registers, which diffuse
the air flowing out of the register to reduce the air flow noise. The next section “HVAC”
reviews the BTU requirements and recommended types and locations of HVAC registers
in greater detail.

The second most common area of problems are ambient noise and reverberation levels
caused by low NRC and STC values of walls, doors, and windows. Noise can also come up
and over the walls from adjoining rooms and corridors and permeate through the ceiling.
Figure 8-40 illustrates some of these common scenarios.

Simple tactics for remediating these issues include increasing the thickness of the walls
(for example, installing a second layer of gypsum drywall to double its thickness), adding
sound-absorbing insulation within the walls, installing an acoustic blanket or foam tile in-
serts above the ceiling to eliminate the sound traveling up and over the wall, and using
ceiling tiles with high NCR and STC ratings. Figure 8-41 illustrates some examples of
these materials.

For rooms that exhibit high levels of reverberation, the best remediation tactic is generally
to cover the wall surfaces with acoustically dampening materials, such as small fabric pan-
els placed in strategic locations on one or more walls in the room. Refer back to the “Wall,
Floor, and Ceiling Surfaces” section earlier in this chapter for additional considerations.

HVAC

The HVAC design goals for Cisco TelePresence rooms boil down to three primary criteria:

■ Generating enough air flow to keep the temperature of the room comfortable for the
participants. This is measured in terms of British Thermal Units per hour (BTU/hr)
and is a function of the heat generated by the TelePresence system and other elec-
tronic devices within the room, plus the heat generated by the human bodies within
the room.
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■ Achieving the above BTU/hr performance without generating high levels of ambient
noise. Simply cranking up the air conditioning is rarely the best solution because it
can result in a higher volume of wooshing sound coming through the HVAC registers
(the vents that supply air to the room). You must strive to achieve a balance of the air
flow:noise ratio.

■ Positioning the HVAC registers to maximize the efficiency of the air flow between
the supply registers and the return registers. This is critical as it can effectively reduce
the total amount of BTU/hr capacity required by as much as 25%, thereby reducing
or eliminating the costs associated with upgrading the capacity of the HVAC system.

Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8 summarize the BTU requirements for the CTS-3000, CTS-3200,
and CTS-1000. These values include all the equipment and lighting provided with the sys-
tem and the participants within the room. Note that the CTS-500 is designed to be de-
ployed within an existing room with no HVAC modifications, and, therefore, a power
consumption table for that model is not provided here.

NRC = .65 NRC = .70NRC = .60 NRC = .90

Suspended ceiling tiles

Sound-absorbing blankets Foam tile inserts

Figure 8-41 Example ceiling materials used to increase NRC and STC ratings

Tip The total BTU/hr provided at the bottom of each table can be reduced by 25%
(multiply by .75) if the HVAC registers are positioned properly, as illustrated in Figure 8-42.
This is because we can take advantage of the efficiency of the HVAC system to displace
the warm air generated by the TelePresence System and the people, thereby reducing the
amount of BTU capacity required, potentially saving the customer thousands of dollars in
HVAC system upgrades.
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Table 8-6 BTU Requirements for the CTS-3000

Component Maximum1 Typical1 Minimum1 Idle1

Plasma Displays 2,880w 2,658w 2,658w 9w

Primary Codec 120w 113w 113w 113w–120w

Secondary Codec
(108w max / 101 
average each)

216w 202w 202w 202w–216w

Light Façade 348w 348w 348w 0w

Laptop Power (240w
max / 144w average
each)

1,440w 864w 144w 0w

Projector 288w 225w 0w 0w–5w

Auxiliary LCD2

(325w max / 230w 
average each)

975w 230w 0w 0.6w

Auxiliary Document
Camera2

200w 200w 0w 0w

Total Wattage 6,467w 4,840w 3,465w 324w–350w

Total Amperage
(wattage / volts)

54A @ 120V

27A @ 240V

41A @ 120V

21A @ 240V

28A @ 120V

14A @ 240V

3A @ 120V

2A @ 240V

People (450 
BTU/hr each)

2,700 BTU/hr 2,700 BTU/hr 450 BTU/hr 0 BTU/hr

Total BTU/hr (wattage
* 3.413) + people3

24,772 BTU/hr 19,218 BTU/hr 12,276 BTU/hr 1,106–1,195
BTU/hr
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Table 8-7 BTU Requirements for the CTS-3200

Component Maximum1 Typical1 Minimum1 Idle1

Plasma Displays 2,880w 2,658w 2,658w 9w

Primary Codec 120w 113w 113w 113w–120w

Secondary Codec
(108w max / 101
average each) 

216w 202w 202w 202w–216w

Light Façade 348w 348w 348w 0w

Laptop Power (240w
max / 144w average
each)

4,320w 2,592w 144w 0w

Projector 288w 225w 0w 0w–5w

Auxiliary LCD
(325w max / 230w
average each)

975w 230w 0w 0.6w

Auxiliary Document
Camera2

200w 0w 0w 0w

Total Wattage 9,347w 6,368w 3,465w 324w–350w

Total Amperage
(wattage / volts)

54A @ 120V

27A @ 240V

41A @ 120V

21A @ 240V

28A @ 120V

14A @ 240V

3A @ 120V

2A @ 240V

People (450 BTU/hr
each)

8,100 BTU/hr 5,400 BTU/hr 450 BTU/hr 0 BTU/hr

Total BTU/hr
(wattage * 3.413) +
people3

40,000 BTU/hr 27,134 BTU/hr 12,276 BTU/hr 1,106–1,195
BTU/hr
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Table 8-8 BTU Requirements for the CTS-1000

Component Maximum1 Typical1 Minimum1 Idle1

Plasma Displays 960w 886w 886w 3w

Primary Codec 120w 113w 113w 113w–120w

Light Façade 80w 80w 80w 0w

Laptop Power (240w
max / 144w average
each)

480w 288w 144w 0w

Auxiliary LCD2 325w 36w 0w 0w–5w

Auxiliary Document
Camera2

200w 0w 0w 0w

Total Wattage 2,165w 1,403w 1,223w 116w–128w

Total Amperage
(wattage / volts)

19A @ 120V

10A @ 240V

12A @ 120V

6A @ 240V

10A @ 120V

5A @ 240V

2A @ 120V

1A @ 240V

People (450 BTU/hr
each)

900 BTU/hr 450 BTU/hr 450 BTU/hr 0 BTU/hr

Total BTU/hr
(wattage * 3.413) +
people3

8,289 BTU/hr 5,238 BTU/hr 4,624 BTU/hr 396–437
BTU/hr

1 Maximum values represent fully utilizing every possible feature to the maximum supported configura-

tions and filling the room with people. Typical represents what most customers tend to use and also repre-

sents average load versus max load on the components. Minimum represents little to no use of auxiliary

LCD displays, document cameras, laptops, and number of participants in attendance and average load on

the components. Idle represents what the system uses during nonbusiness hours when the displays are put

into sleep mode and the lights are turned off.
2 Varies by model. Table 8-9 provides the maximum and idle power requirements for certain models that

Cisco has specifically tested.
3 Reduce by 25% (multiply by .75) if HVAC registers are positioned properly.
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Table 8-9 Power Requirements for Auxiliary Displays and Document Cameras

Vendor – Model Maximum Idle

NEC LCD1770NX 36w <3w

NEC LCD2070NX 50w <3w

NEC LCD4010 230w <5w

NEC LCD4020 240w <5w

NEC LCD4610 260w <5w

NEC LCD4620 240w <5w

Samsung 400PXN 230w <1w

Samsung 460PXN 310w <1w

Sharp PN-525U 325w <1w

WolfVision VZ-9plus 55w 0w

WolfVision VZ-C122 200w 0w

WolfVision VZ-C32 200w 0w

HVAC Air Noise Diffusion Considerations

As mentioned previously in the “Acoustics” section, to meet these BTU requirements with-
out exceeding the ambient noise threshold of 46dB, the recommendation is that you al-
ways use NC30-rated air registers, which diffuse the air flowing out of the register to
reduce the air flow noise. To maximize the efficiency of the air flow through the room,
you should locate the supply registers behind the participants and the return registers di-
rectly over the 65-inch plasma displays of the TelePresence system. Doing  so can reduce
the capacity requirements of the HVAC substantially. Figure 8-42 illustrates such an
arrangement for a CTS-3000 room.

Finally, measure the temperature of the air flowing out of the register. (Use a laser ther-
mometer pointed directly at the register from 3 feet [1 meter] away.) If the temperature of
the air is warmer than 70-degrees Fahrenheit (21-degrees Celsius), it is probably too warm
to be effective, and your HVAC system might need to be recharged. However, if the tem-
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perature of the air is colder than 55-degrees Fahrenheit (12° Celsius), it might cause dis-
comfort for the participants standing or sitting directly beneath the register. An HVAC
specialist can further assist you in measuring and designing the HVAC system.

Power Requirements

Cisco TelePresence systems—especially the larger models such as the CTS-3000 and
CTS-3200—have unique power requirements that must be taken into account during the
room evaluation and design phase. The chances of your room already containing the cor-
rect type and quantity of electrical circuits and receptacles are slim. Therefore, the serv-
ices of a qualified electrician will be required for every room you deploy.

First, take the amount of wattage consumed by the system to ascertain the quantity and
amperage of electrical circuits required to power the equipment. These calculations were
provided previously in Tables 8-6, 8-7, and 8-8.

Now that you know the total wattage and total amperage required by the system, you can
ascertain the number of circuits and amperage per circuit. Cisco TelePresence systems are
rated for 10amps@240v or 20amps @120v. Electrical codes in use suggest that only 80

ReturnSupply

Figure 8-42 Reflected ceiling plan showing recommended HVAC register locations
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percent of a circuit’s capacity should be used. Therefore, on a 20-amp circuit running at
120v in the U.S., only 16 amps of it are useable, and on a 10-amp circuit running at 240V
in Europe, only 8 amps are useable. Therefore, a CTS-3000 for example that requires a to-
tal of 54amps@120V, divided by 16amps per circuit, requires a minimum of four 16amp
circuits on the wall.

The components are attached to Power Distribution Units (PDU). Each PDU, in turn, is at-
tached to one of the power circuits on the wall. The CTS-3000 requires four PDUs. Table
8-10 shows which of the four PDUs each component is attached to and, hence, how the
power is distributed across the circuits.

Table 8-10 Power Distribution for CTS-3000

Component PDU #1 PDU #2 PDU #3 PDU #4

Three 65-in. Plasma
Displays

1 @ 960 Watts 1 @ 960 Watts 1 @ 960 Watts

One Primary Codec 1 @ 120 Watts

Two Secondary
Codecs

1 @ 108 Watts 1 @ 108 Watts

Three Lighting
Façade Fixtures
(Top)

1 @ 80 Watts 1 @ 80 Watts 1 @ 80 Watts

Two Lighting Façade
Fixtures (Sides)

1 @ 54 Watts 1 @ 54 Watts

One Projector 1 @ 288 Watts

(optional) Auxiliary
LCD displays

1 @ 240 Watts 1 @ 240 Watts 1 @ 240 Watts

(optional) WolfVision
document camera

1 @ 200 Watts

Six Participant A/C
power jacks in table
legs

6 @ 240 Watts
each

Total Watts 1442 Watts 1600 Watts 1442 Watts 1728 Watts

Amperage Required 12.02A @ 120V

or

6.01A @ 240V

13.34A @ 120V

or

6.67A @ 240V

12.02A @ 120V

or

6.01A @ 240V

14.4A @ 120V

or

7.2A @ 240V

Tip Always check your country’s electrical regulations to determine the appropriate num-
ber of amps permitted per circuit.
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Again, remember that things can change from one product release to another, so the infor-
mation in Table 8-10 is given as an example and is highly subject to change. For instance,
when Cisco first released the CTS-3000, only four dedicated circuits were needed, and
the light façade was connected to the same circuits as the other components. But that
meant that the light façade remained on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. To improve this,
Cisco Technical Marketing came out with a recommendation that the light façade be con-
nected to a fifth switched electrical circuit that was controlled by the same switch on the
wall that controlled the overhead/ceiling lights in the room, and Cisco manufacturing
started including a fifth PDU in every CTS-3000 shipment to facilitate customers doing
this. However, because most ceiling light fixtures operate at 277V, additional electrical
conditioning components were required to extend a receptacle of that circuit to the wall
behind the system so that the light façade could be plugged into it. Now, at the time of
this writing, Cisco is coming out with a third, better option—a separate, custom-designed
PDU called the Auxiliary Control Unit (ACU), which is attached to a fifth dedicated cir-
cuit. The ACU is controlled by the Primary Codec and controls the individual receptacles
on the ACU to turn the light façade on/off automatically. The system can be configured to
turn the lights on/off per call, or on at the beginning of business hours (by default, at 7
a.m. local time) and off after business hours (by default, at 6 p.m. local time). These set-
tings are configurable. The ACU also provides an RS-232 serial port, which is connected
to the projector to automate the configuration of the projector settings.

Tip Don’t forget to include any auxiliary components in your calculation, such as docu-
ment cameras and LCD displays.

Next, when you have your calculations for the amount of amperage per circuit and the
number of circuits required, the electrician needs to know where in the room these cir-
cuits should be installed. A floor plan and reflected ceiling plan is the most accurate way
to specify this. For example, Figure 8-43 shows five dedicated 20A circuits installed along
the wall behind the system, with additional receptacles from circuit#5 extended to the
ceiling and walls for the WolfVision document camera and Auxiliary LCD displays.

Finally, remember that one of the primary goals of Cisco TelePresence is ease of use.
Therefore, the system is designed to be left on 24 hours a day, 7 days a week so that peo-
ple can walk in and use it anytime, without trying to figure out how to turn the system on
before they can use it. To facilitate this, Cisco has introduced three improvements to re-
duce the power consumption during off hours:

■ In the 1.1 release, the system began automatically putting the plasma displays and
projector into standby mode during off hours.

■ In the 1.2 release, the system began controlling the WolfVision document camera
programmatically to enable us to put it into standby mode during off hours as well.

Tip The circuits to which the TelePresence equipment is attached should be dedicated cir-
cuits not controlled by a light switch.
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■ In release 1.4, the Auxiliary Control Unit (ACU) was introduced to allow the light
façade to be turned on/off automatically, as previously described.

More improvements are likely to be made in the future, so check with Cisco for the latest
specifications and power recommendations.
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Figure 8-43 Reflected ceiling plan showing recommended power outlet locations
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Some customers have asked whether the system can be shut down at night. Doing so will
not damage the equipment in any way. The system is designed to be powered off without
requiring a soft shutdown. However, it is still not advised because it will reduce the useful-
ness of the system. Because TelePresence promotes global meetings, it is not uncommon
for users to have meetings with colleagues in another country at 10 p.m., or even at 2 a.m.

Network Connectivity

Cisco TelePresence systems use a unique multiplexing technique so that even though there
are multiple codecs, cameras, microphones, speakers, displays, and auxiliary accessories,
the entire system requires a single Category 5e or Category 6, Unshielded Twisted Pair
(UTP) Gigabit Ethernet port to attach it to the network. These topics are covered in detail
in Chapter 3, “TelePresence Audio and Video Technologies,” and Chapter 4, “Connecting
TelePresence Systems.”

In addition to the single Gigabit Ethernet port required by the TelePresence system, net-
work connectivity must also be provided for the participants, who might want to bring
laptop computers into the meeting. There are two ways to accommodate this:

■ Built-in Ethernet and Power Receptacles

■ Providing 802.11 wireless Ethernet coverage within the TelePresence room

First, for Cisco TelePresence systems that provide integrated furniture, such as the CTS-
3000 and CTS-3200 models, Ethernet and power receptacles are provided as built into the
table legs. Note that these Ethernet ports do not connect to the back of the primary
codec. Instead, a separate Ethernet switch (sold separately) must be provided to terminate
all these Ethernet ports and then attach upstream to the network. A 1RU high and 19-inch
(48.26 centimeters) wide mounting bracket is provided with the CTS-3000 and CTS-3200
that provides a convenient location for the Ethernet switch to be rack-mounted to the back
of the system, and a second Category 5e or Category 6, Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP)
Gigabit Ethernet port must be provided for this switch to uplink to the network.

When using this method, follow two important guidelines:

■ For acoustic purposes, the Ethernet switch you choose must generate as little ambi-
ent noise as possible.

■ This switch should provide a software feature set that meets your organization’s re-
quirements and policies for LAN security, quality of service (QoS), and manageability.

Finding this combination of features in an Ethernet switch can be difficult. On the one
hand, low-cost, fanless Ethernet switches might not provide adequate security and man-
agement functions. On the other hand, a Cisco Catalyst switch with the appropriate enter-
prise class feature set might be too loud. At the time of writing, Cisco TelePresence
Technical Marketing identified the following models of Cisco Catalyst 2960 Series
switches as the most suitable for use with a CTS-3000 or CTS-3200 model system:

■ Cisco Catalyst 2960G-8TC-L with RCKMNT-19-CMPCT=

■ Cisco Catalyst 2960-8TC-L with RCKMNT-19-CMPCT=
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Because new switch products are always coming out, you should check with Cisco for the
latest recommendations.

The second method you can use is to deploy an 802.11 wireless Ethernet solution within
the room. Chances are high that a customer deploying TelePresence will already have an
802.11 solution deployed, so this is the ideal way to do it, not only because it’s silent, but
also because it’s generally easier to secure a wireless network and provide differentiated
access for guest users versus regular employees. Within the Cisco internal deployment of
TelePresence, this has been the method of choice. The Ethernet ports in the table legs are
left physically disconnected, and wireless is provided to all users. In addition to providing
reliable and secure access to Cisco employees, guestnet access is provided to customers
and other guests. The guestnet provides them with a connection that is outside the corpo-
rate firewall and quarantined from the rest of the internal network.

In summary, each Cisco TelePresence system requires either two Ethernet ports (one for
the system and one for the participant access switch) on the wall located behind the sys-
tem, or one Ethernet port with wireless network access for the participants.

Summary

The advanced audio, video, and networking technologies of TelePresence comprise only
one half of the equation. The room and environment you use it in is equally important as
the technology itself to delivering a TelePresence experience. Network engineers who are
familiar with deploying other Cisco technologies will find TelePresence a fascinating new
venture because it incorporates environmental, aesthetic, and acoustical concepts that
many network engineers might not have been introduced to before. This chapter provided
a detailed view into the design considerations for the room in which a TelePresence sys-
tem will be deployed. In it, the following topics were discussed, providing both the theory
behind each concept along with specific examples and recommendations:

■ Room Dimensions, Shape, and Orientation: Discussed the physical size, shape,
and orientation of the room and the location of doors, windows, columns, and furni-
ture within the room.

■ Wall, Floor and Ceiling Surfaces: Discussed the recommended colors, patterns,
and materials of wall, floor, and ceiling surfaces within the room.

■ Lighting and Illumination: Discussed overall illumination considerations and spe-
cific lighting requirements and recommendations.

■ Acoustics: Discussed the concepts of sound reproduction and the effects of ambi-
ent noise and reverberation within the environment and how they are measured.

■ HVAC: Discussed the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) requirements
and the recommended types and locations of air-conditioning registers within the room.

■ Power Requirements: Discussed power consumption requirements for the equip-
ment and participants and the recommended types and locations of electrical recep-
tacles within the room.

■ Network Connectivity: Discussed the network connectivity required within the
room for the equipment and the participants and the recommended ways of providing
network access to the participants.
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Application layer

protocol inspection, firewall 
deployment, 413

security (Inter-Company TelePresence
design)

configuration files, 512

digital certificates, 511-512

endpoint-server signaling
authentication/encryption,
512
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firmware files, 512

media encryption, 514-517

server-server signaling authenti-
cation/encryption, 512-513

area range command, 324

area stub OSPF command, 323

ARP (Address Resolution Protocol), AVG
and, 152

ASA (Adaptive Security Appliances),
Inter-Company TelePresence design,
492

aspect ratios, H.264 compression 
algorithm, 64-65

Assessment phase (Cisco TelePresence
PDI), 48

asymmetrical rooms (room design), 
253, 256

AT&T Picturephone, evolution of video
conferencing, 5

ATP (Authorized Technology Partners),
Cisco TelePresence installations, 49

audio

Add-In feature, 87-88

AEC, 87

Audio add-in feature (Cisco
TelePresence codec), 25

audio only participants, 87-88

Cisco TelePresence codec, 20, 23

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 105

encoding, 68-69

media flows, firewalls and, 407, 421

multipoint TelePresence calls, 423

point-to-point TelePresence calls,
422

microphones

CTS-500, 36

CTS-1000, 34

CTS-3000, 29

multichannel wide-band audio, 
CTS-3000, 29

multiplexing

Cisco TelePresence codec, 25

TelePresence network interaction,
110

Multipoint TelePresence meetings, 466

output

decoding, 86-87

mapping, 83

speakers

CTS-500, 36

CTS-1000, 34

CTS-3000, 29

authentication

Authenticated security mode 
(endpoints), 228

Authentication Tag field (sRTP), 229

digest authentication, SIP and
RTP/RTCP protocol inspection, 510

endpoint-server signaling, 512

server-server signaling, 512-514

Auto (Default) channeling mode (PAgP),
141

Auto Collaborate feature (Cisco
TelePresence codec), 24

auto-answer override, 530

auxiliary components, Cisco
TelePresence Codecs, master and
slave architectures, 58

auxiliary video inputs, 62, 468

availability

availability formula, 121-122

device availability

NSF/SSO, 128-131

StackWise Plus technology, 
126-128

StackWise technology, 126-128

device resiliency, 121, 125

downtime and, 121, 124-125

DPM calculations, 123-125
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failure detection/recovery principles,
132

L2 network availability protocols, 132

IEEE 802.1Q encapsulation, 139

ISL, 139

LACP, 141

PAgP, 141

RSTP, 138

STP, 134-137

UDLD protocol, 133

VSS, 142-146

L3 network availability protocols

GLBP, 151-154

HSRP, 147-151

IP Event Dampening, 154-155

VRRP, 149-151

multihoming, 125

network resiliency, 121

operational resiliency, 121

EEM, 157

GOLD, 156

ISSU, 157

MTTR reduction, 155-156

OIR, 157

redundancy in, 123, 125

SPOF, 125

availability design (TelePresence network
design)

branch design architectures, 331-333

campus design architectures

hierarchical design in, 301-303

modularity in, 303-304

multitier campus distribution
block design, 304-306

redundancy in, 300-301

routed access campus distribution
block design, 311-330

virtual switch campus distribution
block design, 307-311

convergence times, 298-299

data compression, 297

packet loss, 297-299

AVG (active virtual gateways), GLBP,
151-152

AXL/SOAP, 216

B

B2B (business-to-business) TelePresence
deployment model, 114

B2BUA (Back-to-Back User Agents),
209, 437

BackboneFast (STP), 137

bandwidth

bandwidth command, 181, 389

bandwidth percent command, 181

bandwidth remaining command, 181

call signalling and, 440

capacity planning, 521-523

encryption’s impact on, 232

Multipoint TelePresence requirements,
476-477

RTP channel requirements, 94

TelePresence

network QoS design, 339-342

requirements, 14

video conferencing requirements, 14

black lists

DID, 530

DOD, 530

SIP and RTP/RTCP protocol inspection,
510

blocking state (STP), 134

branch networks, CTMS placement in
Multipoint TelePresence meetings, 482
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branch QoS design architectures, 
381-382

LLQ versus CBWFQ over WAN/VPN

33% LLQ Rule, 383-384

real-time SP service subscriptions,
383

VoIP, 384

WAN Edge CBWFQ policies, 
389-392

WAN Edge LLQ policies, 384-389

MPLS VPN QoS design, 392

4-class MPLS VPN SP model,
396-399

6-class MPLS VPN SP model,
399-402

Enterprise recommendations, 394

nontraditional WAN access media
in, 394

SP class-of-service models, 393

SP recommendations, 394

SP traffic marking/remarking
requirements, 393-394

subline rate Ethernet access, 
402-403

bursts

hierarchical shapers and, 402

Multipoint TelePresence meetings, 
477, 481

requirements, 342

BYE method (SIP), 210

C

CABAC (Context-Adaptive Binary
Arithmetic Coding), 63

cable

1000Base-T Gigabit Ethernet jumper
cable, cameras and, 58

DVI-HDMI cable, cameras and, 58

HDMI cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 102

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 104

microphone cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 105

RJ-45 cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 
102-103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 
104-105

speaker cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 105

video cable

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 102

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 104

calendar integration/management, CTS-
Manager, 38

Call Admission Control, SIP and RTP/RTCP
protocol inspection, 510

call routing, 494-495

call scheduling flows, firewalls and, 407,
419-420

call service flows, firewalls and, 419-420

call signaling

bandwidth and, 440

components of, 435

CTMS, SIP trunks, 437

CTS endpoints

boot process, 441-443

registering, 443-445

SIP User Agents, 437

CUBE, 437



Catalyst 4900 Supervisor 6-E, QoS design 557

CUCM

B2BUA, 437

SIP registration via, 435

SIP timers, 445

UAC, 437

UAS, 437

firewalls and, 407, 421

intercluster call signaling, 450, 453

media usage and, 440-441

SBC, 437

SDP, 438-441

single-cluster call signaling

call setup, 445-447

CTS endpoint registration, 
443-445

holding calls, 449

terminating calls, 448

SIP, 435-437

Call-ID headers (SIP), 213

cameras

1000Base-T Gigabit Ethernet jumper
cable, 58

Cisco TelePresence Codecs, master and
slave architectures, 58

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 102

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 30, 104

depth of field (room design), 247

DVI-HDMI cable, 58

field of view (room design), 262

focal length (room design), 247

high-definition

CTS-500, 34

CTS-1000, 33

CTS 3000, 27

refresh rates (Hz), Cisco TelePresence
codecs, 62

resolution, Cisco TelePresence codecs,
62

viewing angles (room design), 247

campus design architectures

hierarchical design, 301-303

QoS design

Catalyst 3560 QoS design, 359-366

Catalyst 3750 QoS design, 360-366

Catalyst 4500 Classic Supervisors
QoS design, 366-370

Catalyst 4500 Supervisor 6-E QoS
design, 371-374

Catalyst 4900 Classic Supervisors
QoS design, 366-370

Catalyst 4900 Supervisor 6-E QoS
design, 371-374

Catalyst 6500 QoS design, 374-381

DSCP, 359

policer configuration, 358

queuing configuration, 358

trust boundaries, defining, 357-358

redundancy in, 300-301

campus networks, CTMS placement in
Multipoint TelePresence meetings, 481

CANCEL method (SIP), 210

Capabilities TLV type, 220

CAPF (Certificate Authority Proxy
Function), 511

carpet (room design), 262-263

carrier-delay settings, routed access
campus distribution block design
(campus design architectures), 314

Catalyst 3560, QoS design, 359-366

Catalyst 3750, QoS design, 360-366

Catalyst 4500 Classic Supervisors, QoS
design, 366-370

Catalyst 4500 Supervisor 6-E, QoS
design, 371-374

Catalyst 4900 Classic Supervisors, QoS
design, 366-370

Catalyst 4900 Supervisor 6-E, QoS
design, 371-374
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Catalyst 6500, QoS design, 374-387

CBWFQ (Class-Based Weighted Fair
Queuing), 181-184

bandwidth command, 389

branch QoS design architectures, 385-
388

real-time SP service subscriptions,
383

VoIP, 384

WAN Edge CBWFQ policies, 389-
392

CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol), 218

CTS boot process, 441

TLV types and, 219-221

CE (Congestion Experienced) bits, 195

CEF (Cisco Express Forwarding), NBAR
and, 164

ceiling surfaces (room design), 263

acoustics, 264

light reflectivity, 265

Ceiling Visualizer (room design), 250-
251

centralized deployment models,
Multipoint TelePresence, 472, 475-
476

centralized Inter-Company access cir-
cuits

bandwidth capacity planning in, 521

dial plans, 521-522

firewalls, 523

latency in, 521

NAT traversal, 523

Certification phase (Cisco TelePresence
PDI), 49

CFI (Canonical Format Indicators)

Ethernet 802.1Q, 166

IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tagging and CoS,
204

Checksum field (CDP), 219

CIF resolution video channel (RTP chan-
nels), 94

CIR (Committed Information Rates),
173

circulation zones (room design), 244

Cisco 7975G IP Phone

DHCP requests, 107

SIP communications, 108-109

TFTP sessions, 108

Cisco gateways, Multipoint
TelePresence, 455

Cisco IOS gatekeepers, Multipoint
TelePresence, 455

Cisco TelePresence codecs, 18

audio in, 20

Audio add-in feature, 25, 87-88

compression in, 23

demultiplexing outputs, 83, 86-87

encoding, 68-69

multiplexing, 25

resolution in, 23

spatiality (directionality) in, 23

Auto Collaborate feature, 24

CUCM and, 20

demultiplexing, 83-87

design requirements, 55

DTMF, 89

DTMF-relay, 91

KPML, 90

RFC 2833, 90-91

tone processing, 91

jitter management, 79-80, 83

latency management, 77-79, 83

master and slave architectures, compo-
nent connectivity in

auxiliary components, 58

cameras, 58

displays, 57-58



class-of-service models (SP), branch MPLS VPN QoS design 559

IP phones, 58

microphones, 58

network connectivity, 59

speakers, 58

operating system software

Compact Flash, 61

component status, 61

firmware, 61

management interfaces, 59

packet loss management, 80-83

packetization

multiplexing, 74-75

RTCP, 76

RTP, 70-73

physical design of, 56

video in, 20

auxiliary inputs, 62

compression in, 22-23

demultiplexing output mapping,
83

encoding, 63-67

frame rates in, 21-23

multiplexing, 25

resolution in, 21-23

Cisco TelePresence Essential Operate
Service, 49

Cisco TelePresence Inter-Company, 43

Cisco TelePresence Manager, Inter-
Company TelePresence design, 490

Cisco TelePresence network design

availability design

branch design architectures, 
331-333

campus design architectures, 
300-330

convergence times, 298-299

data compression, 297

packet loss, 297-299

QoS (Quality of Service) design

bandwidth requirements, 339-342

branch architectures, 381-403

burst requirements, 342

campus architectures, 357-381

DiffServ strategies, 349-356

jitter requirements, 346-348

latency requirements, 343-344

loss requirements, 348-349

service level requirements, 339-
349

Cisco TelePresence Select Operate
Service, 49

Cisco TelePresence Systems

administration, 45

deploying, 49

endpoints

boot process, 441-443

Inter-Company TelePresence
design, 490

Multipoint TelePresence, 454, 477

registering, 443-445

SIP User Agents, 437

installing, ATP, 49

managing, 41, 45-46

PDI, 47-49

Cisco Unified 7975 Series IP Phone, 25

Cisco Unified 7975G IP Phones

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 104

CTS5-500 TelePresence systems, 100

Cisco Unified IP Phone 7975 Series,
Cisco TelePresence Codecs, 58

class maps, 161-165

Class Selector code points (RFC 2474),
170

Class-Based Marking, CoS fields, 166

class-of-service models (SP), branch
MPLS VPN QoS design, 393



560 classification tools

classification tools

class maps, 162-165

marking tools versus, 162

NBAR, 163-165

CLI T1 video conferencing systems
(Compression Labs), evolution of
video conferencing, 5

clock rates, 85

clusters (CUCM), Multipoint
TelePresence, 454, 484

codec (Cisco TelePresence), 18, 20

audio in, 20

Audio add-in feature, 25, 87-88

compression in, 23

demultiplexing outputs, 83, 86-87

encoding, 68-69

multiplexing, 25

resolution in, 23

spatiality (directionality) in, 23

Auto Collaborate feature, 24

CUCM and, 20

demultiplexing, 83-87

design requirements, 55

DTMF, 89-91

jitter management, 79-80, 83

latency management, 77-79, 83

master and slave architectures, 
component connectivity in, 57-59

operating system software, 59-61

packet loss management, 80-83

packetization

multiplexing, 74-75

RTCP, 76

RTP, 70-73

physical design of, 56

primary codecs

DHCP requests, 107

TelePresence network interaction,
106-109

restrict codecs, SIP and RTP/RTCP 
protocol inspection, 510

video in, 20

auxiliary inputs, 62

compression in, 22-23

demultiplexing outputs, 83

encoding, 63-67

frame rates in, 21-23

multiplexing, 25

resolution in, 21-23

cold redundancy, NSF/SSO and, 129

collaboration

Audio add-in feature (Cisco
TelePresence codec), 25

Auto Collaborate feature (Cisco
TelePresence codec), 24

out-of-band collaboration applications,
92

RTP channels, 93-95

videoconferencing, 92

Active Segment Cascading, 93

RTP channels, 93-95

color (room design)

light color temperature, 266

wall surfaces, 261

Compact Flash, Cisco TelePresence
codecs, 61

compression

audio, Cisco TelePresence code, 23

compression ratio, AAC-LD 
compression algorithm, 69

data, TelePresence availability design,
297

video, Cisco TelePresence code, 22-23

concave walls (room design), 253-255

concierge services, CTS-manager and, 41

conferencing (video)

evolution of, 5-9

TelePresence versus, 11-14



CTMS (Cisco TelePresence Multipoint Switches) 561

confidentiality (meetings), CTMS 
meeting security, 465

configuration download protocols, 
firewalls and

TCP Port 6970, 417

TFTP, 416

configuration files, 512

configuring

CTS-500, options for, 36

firewalls, example of, 428-431

connection layer (SSH), 233

connectivity

internal systems

CTS-500 systems, 99-100

CTS-1000 systems, 100

CTS-3000 systems, 101-103

CTS-3200 systems, 104-106

islands of (multiple service provider
peering), 533

Content Length headers (SIP), 213

Contract headers (SIP), 213

Contributing Source Identifiers (CSRC)
field (RTP packets), 71

control protocols

network control protocols, 202

DHCP, 207

IEEE 802.1Q specification, 
203-205

IEEE 802.3af PoE specification,
205-206

NTP, 206

network management protocols, 202

CDP, 218-221

SNMP, 223-226

TFTP, 222-223

signaling protocols, 202

AXL/SOAP, 216

CTIQBE, 216-217

JTAPI, 216

LDAP, 217-218

SIP, 208-213, 228

TAPI, 216

WebDAV, 217

XML/SOAP, 213-216

converged Inter-Company TelePresence
deployments, 518

converged WAN circuits, CTMS 
placement in Multipoint TelePresence
meetings, 484

convergence times, TelePresence 
availability design, 298-299

conversational latency, 78

Core layer, 303, 322

CoS (Class of Service)

CoS bits, 165

CoS fields

Class-Based Marking, 166

Ethernet 802.1Q/p, 165-166

CoS for Untrusted Ports TLV type, 220

IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tagging and CoS,
203-204

CRSC Count (CC) field (RTP packets),
70

cRTP (compressed RTP), 356

crypt-suite field (sRTP), 230

Cseq headers (SIP), 213

CTIQBE (Computer Telephony
Integration Quick Buffering
Encoding), 216-217

CTL (Certificate Trust Lists), 511-512

CTMS (Cisco TelePresence Multipoint
Switches), 42, 46, 94

IDR frames, 67

indirect “Meet-Me” dialing model
(Inter-Company TelePresence
design), 530-531

Inter-Company TelePresence design,
490



562 CTMS (Cisco TelePresence Multipoint Switches)

interoperability in, 43

latency measurements in multipoint
meetings, 78-79

location management, CTS-Manager
and, 39

locked meetings, 460

Maximum Rooms setting, 460

meeting management, 465

Multipoint TelePresence, 454-455

ad hoc meetings, 458

audio in, 466

branch network placements, 482

campus network placements, 481

configuration requirements, 484

converged WAN circuits, 484

dedicated WAN circuits, 484

LAN switch platform considera-
tions, 482

locked meetings, 460

Maximum Rooms setting, 460

meeting management, 465

QoS, 463

Quality setting, 461

resource management, 462-463

scheduled meetings, 458

security, 464-465

static meetings, 457-458

switching policies, 459

Video Announce feature, 460

video in, 467-468

VIP Mode, 461-462

QoS, 463

Quality setting, 461

resource management

CTS-Manager and, 39

geographical resources, 463

multipoint resources, 462-463

room-based switching, 42

security

administrative access control, 464

meeting access control, 465

meeting confidentiality, 465

SIP trunks, 437

speaker switching, 42

switching policies, 459

Video Announce feature, 460

VIP Mode, 461-462

CTS (Cisco TelePresence Systems)

administration, 45

CTS-500 (Cisco TelePresence System
500), 18, 34-36, 99-100

CTS-1000 systems, 18, 32-34, 100

CTS-3000 (Cisco TelePresence System
3000), 18, 26-29, 101-103

CTS-3200 (Cisco TelePresence System
3200), 18, 29-31, 104-106

CTS-Manager (Cisco TelePresence
Manager), 18, 38-41, 45-46

deploying, 49

endpoints

boot process, 441-443

Inter-Company TelePresence
design, 490

Multipoint TelePresence, 454, 477

registering, 443-445

SIP User Agents, 437

installing, ATP, 49

managing, 41, 45-46

PDI, 47-49

CTX (Cisco TelePresence certification),
49

CUBE (Cisco Unified Border Elements),
437

Inter-Company TelePresence design, 492

Inter-VPN connectivity, 507
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CUCM (Cisco Unified Communications
Manager), 36-38, 45-46, 61

B2BUA, CUCM as, 437

Cisco TelePresence code and, 20

clusters

DHCP and, 207

Multipoint TelePresence, 454, 484

Inter-Company TelePresence design,
490

SIP registration, 435

SIP timers, 445

UAC, CUCM as, 437

UAS, CUCM as, 437

curved walls (room design), 253-255

CUVC (Cisco Unified Video
Conferencing) 3500 Series MCU
(Multipoint Control Units), Multipoint
TelePresence, 455

D

data compression, TelePresence availabil-
ity design, 297

dead timers, tuning (OSPF), 326

decentralized Inter-Company access 
circuits, 523, 527

decentralized Inter-Company access 
circuits), 523, 527

decoding

Cisco TelePresence codec packets

audio outputs, 86-87

display outputs, 84-85

jitter management, 79-80, 83

latency management, 77-79, 83

packet loss management, 80-83

refresh rates (Hz), 84-85

resolution, 84-85

video/audio output mapping, 83

RTP channels, 95

dedicated WAN circuits, CTMS place-
ment in Multipoint TelePresence
meetings, 484

demultiplexing, Cisco TelePresence
codecs

audio outputs, 83, 86-87

display outputs, 84-85

refresh rates (Hz), 84-85

resolution, 84-85

video output mapping, 83

depacketization, Cisco TelePresence
codec packets

audio outputs, 83, 86-87

display outputs, 84-85

jitter management, 79-80, 83

latency management, 77-79, 83

packet loss management, 80-83

refresh rates (Hz), 84-85

resolution, 84-85

video output mapping, 83

deploying

Cisco TelePresence, 49

firewalls

Application layer protocol 
inspection, 413

equal versus unequal interface
security levels, 410-411

NAT, 411-412

Routed versus Transparent mode,
409

SIP inspection, 413

TLS encryption, 413

Transparent versus Routed mode,
409

TelePresence networks

executive home deployment
model, 116

intercompany deployment model,
114-116
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intra-enterprise deployment
model, 112-116

intracampus deployment model,
112-116

phases of deployment, 116-117

depth requirements (room design)

additional furniture, factoring in, 248

camera focal length, 247

camera viewing angles, 247

depth of field (cameras), 247

determining room depth, 245-246

maximum depth constraints, 248

seating requirements, factoring in, 248

summary of, 249

wall adornments, factoring in, 248

Desirable channeling mode (PAgP), 141

desktops

CTS-500 configurations, 36

video conferencing systems, Multipoint
TelePresence, 455

device availability

NSF/SSO, 128-131

StackWise Plus technology, 126-128

StackWise technology, 126-128

Device ID TLV type, 219

device provisioning flows, firewalls and,
407, 414-416

device registration protocols, firewalls
and, 417-419

device resiliency, 121, 125

DFC (Distributed Forwarding Cards),
142

DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol), 207

device provisioning flows, firewalls and,
414-415

requests, 107

dialing

dial plans

centralized Inter-Company access
circuits, 521-522

multiple, decentralized Inter-
Company access circuits, 527

DID, 528-530

DOD, 528-530

Inter-Company TelePresence design

direct-dialing model, 528, 532

indirect “Meet-Me” dialing model,
528-533

DiffServ (Differentiated Services) 
strategies

RFC 4594, 350-355

TelePresence network QoS design

hardware versus software QoS
policies, 349

link efficiency recommendations,
356

marking recommendations, 
349-354

policing recommendations, 354

queuing recommendations, 
354-355

shaping recommendations, 356

tunneling (MPLS), 166-167

digest authentication

server-server signaling
authentication/encryption, 514

SIP and RTP/RTCP protocol inspection,
510

digital certificates, 511-512

direct-dialing model (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 528, 532

directionality (spatiality) of audio, 
Cisco TelePresence codec, 23

Discarding state (RSTP), 138
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displays

Cisco TelePresence Codecs, master and
slave architectures, 57-58

LCD displays, CTS-500, 34

plasma displays

CTS-1000, 33

CTS 3000, 27

shared content displays, CTS-3200, 31

distributed deployment models,
Multipoint TelePresence, 
472, 476-477

Distribution layer, 303

DR configuration at, 326-327

EIGRP

route filtering at, 316

route summarization at, 317

timer tuning, 317-318

OSPF

route summarization at, 324

totally stubby configuration at,
323

DMP (Digital Media Players), CTS5-500
TelePresence systems, 99

DNS (Domain Name Systems), device
provisioning flows, 415

documents, sharing, 92

DOD (Direct Outward Dialing), 528-530

Domino (IBM), 46

doors (room design), 258-259

downtime

causes of, 121

device resiliency and, 121, 125

network availability, 124-125

network resiliency, 121

operational resiliency, 121

DPM (Defects Per Million), measuring
availability by, 123-125

DR (Designated Routers), configuring at
Distribution layer, 326-327

dropped ceilings (room design), 264

dropping tools, 190

ECN

CE bits, 195

ECT bits, 194

WRED ECN, 195

WRED, 191-192

DSCP-based WRED, 193-194

WRED ECN, 195

DSCP (Differentiated Services Code
Points)

AF PHB (RFC 2597), 169-170

campus QoS design architectures, 359

Class Selector code points (RFC 2474),
170

DSCP-based WRED, 193-194

EF PHB (RFC 3246), 168, 188

lower effort per-domain behavior
(Scavenger), RFC 3662, 171

set dscp command, 167

set ip dscp command, 167

dTLS (datagram Transport Layer
Security) protocol

dTLS to S-Description fallback, 515

media encryption (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 515

sRTP key exchanges, 231-232

DTMF (Dual-Tone Multi-Frequency), 89

DTMF-relay, 91

KPML, 90

RFC 2833, 90-91

tone processing, 91

dual-rate policers

single-rate three-color markers (RFC
2697), 174-175

two-rate three-color markers (RFC
2698), 176-177

dual-tier branch design profiles, 331-333



566 DVI-HDMI

DVI-HDMI (Digital Video Interface to
High Density Multimedia Interface)
cable, cameras and, 58

E

E.164 addressing, centralized Inter-
Company access circuit dial plans,
522

E.164 dialing, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 494-495

ease of use, Inter-Company TelePresence
design requirements, 489

ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification),
194-195

ECT (ECN-capable Transport) bits, 194

edge ports, RSTP, 138

EEM (Embedded Event Manager), 157

EF PHB (Expedited Forwarding Per-Hop
Behaviors), RFC 3246, 168, 188

EIGRP (Enhanced Interior Gateway
Routing Protocol), routed access
design, 315, 319-321

Distribution layer

route filtering, 316

route summarization, 317

stub routing at Access layer, 315-316

timer tuning, 317-318

encoding

audio, 68-69

video, 63-67

encryption

configuration files, 512

endpoint-server signaling, 512

Encrypted security mode (endpoints),
228

impact on bandwidth, 232

media encryption (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 514-517

server-server signaling, 512

TLS encryption, firewall deployment,
413

ending calls, 448

endpoints

Authenticated security mode, 228

CTS endpoints

boot process, 441-443

registering, 443-445

SIP User Agents, 437

Encrypted security mode, 228

Non Secure security mode, 228

RTCP control streams, 441

server signaling authentication/
encryption, 512

Enterprise

branch MPLS VPN QoS design 
recommendations, 394

Enterprise-hosted multipoint services,
533

Enterprise LAN, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 491

Enterprise SBC, Inter-VPN connectivity,
506-507

Enterprise WAN, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 491

EtherChannels, 140

MEC, 144

PAgP, 141

VSL, 143-144

Ethernet

1000Base-T Gigabit Ethernet jumper
cable, cameras and, 58

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 102

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 105

DVI-HDMI cable, cameras and, 58

Ethernet 802.1Q, 165-166

Ethernet 802.1Q/p, 165-166
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PoE, IEEE 802.3af PoE specification,
205-206

subline rate access (branch MPLS VPN
QoS design), 402-403

event dampening (IP), routed access
campus distribution block design
(campus design architectures), 314

Event Manager, EEM, 157

Exchange (Microsoft), 46

executive home TelePresence network
deployment model, 116

EXP (Experimental) bits (MPLS), 166

experience (quality of), Inter-Company
TelePresence design requirements, 488

experience-level latency, 78

Extended Trust TLV type, 220

Extension Header (X) field (RTP pack-
ets), 70

F

FHRP (First-Hop Redundancy Protocols)

GLBP, 151-154

HSRP, 147-151

VRRP, 149-151

fiber connections (point-to-point), rout-
ed access campus distribution block
design (campus design architectures),
313

fiber ports, UDLD protocol, 133

field of view (cameras), room design, 262

fields per second, 85

filtering, EIGRP route filtering at
Distribution layer, 316

fire suppression systems (room design),
250

firewalls

access control, 406

audio/video media flows, 407

call scheduling flows, 407, 419-420

call service flows, 419-420

call signaling flows, 407, 421

centralized Inter-Company access 
circuits, 523

Cisco firewall platforms, 407

configuration

download protocols, 416-417

examples, 428-431

deployment options

Application layer protocol 
inspection, 413

equal versus unequal interface
security levels, 410-411

NAT, 411-412

Routed versus Transparent mode,
409

SIP inspection, 413

TLS encryption, 413

Transparent versus Routed mode,
409

device provisioning flows, 407, 414-416

device registration protocols, 417-419

Inter-VPN connectivity, 498, 502-503

IOS firewalls, 492

IOS-XE firewalls, 492

management flows, 424-428

media flows, 421

multipoint TelePresence calls, 423

point-to-point TelePresence calls,
422

multiple, decentralized Inter-Company
access circuits, 527

network management station flows, 407

Symmetric Port Numbering and, 410

video/audio media flows, 407

firmware

Application layer security (Inter-
Company TelePresence design), 512

Cisco TelePresence codecs and, 61



568 five nines networks

five nines networks, 123

Flash (Compact), Cisco TelePresence
codecs, 61

flooring surfaces (room design), 262-263

flows, shaping (TelePresence network
QoS design), 356

focal length (cameras), room design, 247

focal view (cameras), CTS-3200, 30

forking (Shared Line Appearance), 515

forwarding state (STP), 134

frames

frame rates

Cisco TelePresence code, 21-23

H.264 compression algorithm, 
64-66

frames per second, 85

IDR frames, 67

intervals, 64, 67, 342

jitter, 79

LTR frames, 67

packets versus, 71-72

sizes of, RTP and, 73

freestanding pedestals, CTS-500 
configuration, 36

From headers (SIP), 213

furniture, factoring in room design

depth requirements, 248

width requirements, 244

G - H

G.711 audio channel (RTP channels), 94

geographical resource management,
CTMS, 463

GLBP (Gateway Load Balancing
Protocol), 151-154

global synchronization, 191

GOLD (General Online Diagnostics),
156

H.261 video conferencing, evolution of
video conferencing, 6

H.264 compression algorithm

aspect ratios, 64-65

CABAC, 63

frame intervals, 67

frame rates, 64-66

motion handling, 64-66

resolution, 63, 66

H.264 video conferencing, evolution of
video conferencing, 8

H.320 video conferencing, evolution of
video conferencing, 6

H.323 video conferencing, evolution of
video conferencing, 6-7

H.324 video conferencing, evolution of
video conferencing, 6

half-life periods (IP Event Dampening),
155

hard-locks (VIP Mode), 461-462

hardware

QoS policies, 349

queuing, 187-189

HDMI (High Definition Multimedia
Interface) cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 102

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 104

splitters, 105

headsets, CTS-3200 TelePresence 
systems, 105

height requirements (room design)

determining room height, 250

maximum height constraints, 251-252

summary of, 253

vertical clearance, 250-251

hello timers, tuning, 317-318, 326

HEVN (Halo Exchange Video
Networks), evolution of video 
conferencing, 8
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hierarchical design (campus design 
architectures), 301-303

hierarchical shapes, burst parameters, 402

high-definition cameras

CTS-500, 34

CTS-1000, 33

CTS-3000, 27

high-definition projectors, CTS-3000, 28

hold timers, tuning, 317-318

hold-interval values (LSA throttle
timers), 325

holding calls, 449

hostname validation, SIP and RTP/RTCP
protocol inspection, 510

hot redundancy, NSF/SSO and, 129

hot-standby mode, 129

HQoS (Hierarchical Quality of Service)
policies, 196-199

HSRP (Hot Standby Router Protocol),
147, 149, 151

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol),
firewalls and, 424

HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol
over Secure Socket Layer), 233, 424

HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, 
Air-Conditioning), room design, 283

air noise diffusion, 289

BTU requirements, 285-287

power requirements, 286, 289

I

IBM Domino, 46

ICMP, firewalls and, 426

IDR (Instantaneous Decode Refreshes),
67, 342, 477, 481

IEEE 802.1D STP (Spanning Tree
Protocol), 134-135

BackboneFast, 137

PortFast, 136

UplinkFast, 137

VSS versus, 146

IEEE 802.1Q specification, 203

trunking encapsulation, 139

VLAN tagging and CoS, 203-204

VVLAN, 205

IEEE 802.1w RSTP (Rapid Spanning Tree
Protocol), 138

IEEE 802.3ad LACP (Link Aggregation
Control Protocol), 141

IEEE 802.3af PoE (Power over Ethernet)
specification, 205-206

IIC (Impact Insulation Class) ratings,
263, 282

indirect “Meet-Me” dialing model 
(Inter-Company TelePresence design), 
528-533

Installation phase (Cisco TelePresence
PDI), 48

integrated projectors, CTS-3000, 28

intensity of light, measuring (room
design), 269

Inter-Company TelePresence design, 
43, 486-487

Application layer security

configuration files, 512

digital certificates, 511-512

endpoint-server signaling authen-
tication/encryption, 512

firmware files, 512

media encryption, 514-517

server-server signaling authenti-
cation/encryption, 512-514

ASA, 492

centralized Inter-Company access 
circuits, 521-523

Cisco TelePresence Manager, 490

converged deployments, 518

CTMS, 490

CTS endpoints, 490
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CUBE, 492

CUCM, 490

direct-dialing model, 528, 532

E.164 dialing, 494-495

end-to-end application requirements,
488-490

Enterprise LAN/WAN, 491

indirect “Meet-Me” dialing model, 
528-533

Inter-VPN connectivity

CUBE, 507

Enterprise SBC, 507

firewalls, 498, 502-503

NAT, 504-506

RTP/RTCP protocol inspection,
509-510

security, 498, 502-510

SIP protocol inspection, 509-510

VPN Traversal, 495, 498

IOS firewalls, 492

IOS-XE firewalls, 492

multiple service provider peering, 
533-534, 537

multiple, decentralized Inter-Company
access circuits, 523, 527

overlay access circuit deployments, 518

SBC, 491

scheduling meetings, 531-533

Inter-VPN connectivity (Inter-Company
TelePresence design)

security

CUBE, 507

Enterprise SBC, 507

firewalls, 498, 502-503

NAT, 504-506

RTP/RTCP protocol inspection,
509-510

SIP protocol inspection, 509-510

VPN Traversal, 495, 498

intercluster call signaling, 450, 453

intercompany TelePresence network
deployment model, 114-116

internal system connections, 99

CTS-500 systems, 99-100

CTS-1000 systems, 100

CTS-3000 systems, 101-103

CTS-3200 systems, 104-106

interoperability

Multipoint TelePresence meetings, 
469-471

out-of-band collaboration applications,
92

RTP channels, 93-95

videoconferencing, 92

Active Segment Cascading, 93

RTP channels, 93-95

intra-enterprise TelePresence network
deployment model, 112-116

intracampus TelePresence network
deployment model, 112-116

INVITE method (SIP), 210-211

IOS firewalls, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 492

IOS gatekeepers, Multipoint
TelePresence, 455

IOS-XE firewalls, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 492

IP addressing

point-to-point IP addressing, 313

TelePresence networks

best practices for, 108

internal addressing schemes, 107

IP event dampening, 154-155, 314

IP infrastructures, Multipoint
TelePresence, 454

ip ospf dead-interval interface com-
mand, 326

IP phones, Cisco TelePresence Codecs, 58



Length field (CDP) 571

IPP (IP Precedence) bits, 167

IPsec (IP security), server-server signal-
ing authentication/encryption, 513

ISL (Inter-Switch Links), 139

islands of connectivity (multiple service
provider peering), 533

ISSU (In Service Software Upgrade), 157

J - K - L

jitter

Cisco TelePresence codec packets, 
managing in, 79-80, 83

frame jitter versus packet jitter, 79

requirements, TelePresence network
QoS design, 346-348

JTAPI (Java Telephony API), 216

key exchanges

media encryption (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 514

sRTP, 229

dTLS protocol, 231-232

SDP messages, 230

key-info (sRTP), 230

key-method field (sRTP), 230

key-params field (sRTP), 230

KPML (Key-Pad Markup Language), 90

L2 network availability protocols, 132

IEEE 802.1Q encapsulation, 139

ISL, 139

LACP, 141

PAgP, 141

RSTP, 138

STP, 134-137

UDLD protocol, 133

VSS, 142-146

L3 network availability protocols

GLBP, 151-154

HSRP, 147-151

IP Event Dampening, 154-155

VRRP, 149, 151

LACP (Link Aggregation Control
Protocol), 141

LAN (local area networks)

Enterprise LAN, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 491

LAN ports, UDLD protocol, 134

LAN switches, CTMS placement in
Multipoint TelePresence meetings,
482

late packets, 81

latency

centralized Inter-Company access 
circuits, 521

Cisco TelePresence codec packets, 
managing in, 77-79, 83

conversational latency, 78

experience-level latency, 78

multipoint switches and, 344

Multipoint TelePresence, 473

propagation delay, 343

queuing delays, 344

serialization, 343

TelePresence network QoS design, 
343-344

LCD (Liquid Crystal Displays), CTS-500,
34

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol), 217-218

learning state (STP), 134

legacy video conferencing systems,
Multipoint TelePresence, 455

Length field (CDP), 219



572 LFI (Link Fragmentation and Interleaving)

LFI (Link Fragmentation and
Interleaving), 356

lighting

light fixtures (room design), 250, 264

lighting shrouds

CTS-500, 36

CTS-1000, 33

CTS-3000, 29

room design and

angles/direction, 266

ballast considerations, 275

bulb considerations, 271-272

color temperature, 266

light fixtures, 271-272, 275

measuring light intensity, 269

reflectivity (ceilings), 265

three-point lighting systems, 266

link debounce timer settings, routed
access campus distribution block
design (campus design architectures),
313

link types (RSTP), 138

listening state (STP), 134

LLQ (Low Latency Queuing), 183-187

33% LLQ Rule, 383-384

branch QoS design architectures, 390-392

real-time SP service subscriptions,
383

VoIP, 384

WAN Edge LLQ policies, 384-389

locked CTMS meetings, 460

loss requirements, TelePresence network
QoS design, 348-349

Lotus Notes, 46

lower effort per-domain behavior
(Scavenger), RFC 3662, 171

LRV (Light Reflectivity Value) scale
(room design), 261

LSA (Link State Advertisements), 
324-325

LSC (Locally Significant Certificates),
511

LTR (Long-Term Reference) frames, 67

M

MAN (metropolitan-area networks),
intracampus TelePresence network
deployment model, 112

managed objects (SNMP), 223

management flows, firewalls and, 
424-428

managing

Cisco TelePresence, 45-46

Multipoint meetings, 465

mapping video/audio output, 83

Marker (M) field (RTP packets), 70

marking tools

classification tools versus, 162

DSCP, 167

AF PHB (RFC 2597), 169-170

Class Selector code points (RFC
2474), 170

DSCP-based WRED, 193-194

EF PHB (RFC 3246), 168, 188

lower effort per-domain behavior
(Scavenger), RFC 3662, 171

Ethernet 802.1Q/p CoS fields, 165-166

MPLS EXP bits, 166

master and slave architectures (Cisco
TelePresence Codecs), component
connectivity in, 57-59

match protocol command, NBAR 
activation, 164

match statements, class maps, 162-163

Max-Forwards, headers (SIP), 213



MPLS VPN (Multiprotocol Label Switching Virtual Private Networks) 573

max-interval values (LSA throttle
timers), 325

Maximum Rooms setting (CTMS 
meetings), 460

maximum segments (CTMS Resource
Management screen), 462

maximum suppress times (IP Event
Dampening), 155

MEC (Multi-chassis EtherChannels), 144

media encryption, Application layer
security (Inter-Company TelePresence
design)

dTLS, 515

key exchange, 514

S-Description, 514-517

sRTP to RTP fallback, 517

media flows, firewalls and, 421

multipoint TelePresence calls, 423

point-to-point TelePresence calls, 422

media usage, call signalling and, 440-441

meetings

access control, 465

confidentiality, 465

CTMS meeting security, 465

managing, Multipoint meetings, 465

scheduling components, Multipoint
TelePresence, 454

meeting tables, CTS-3000, 28

Metcalfe’s Law, 486

MIB (Management Information Bases),
SNMP, 223-226

microphones

AAC-LD compression algorithm, 69

cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems,
103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems,
105

Cisco TelePresence Codecs, master and
slave architectures, 58

CTS-500, 36

CTS-1000, 34

CTS-3000, 29

Microsoft Active Directory, 46

Microsoft Exchange, 46

Microsoft Outlook, 46

MKI (Master Key Identifier) field (sRTP),
229

modularity, campus design architectures,
303-304

monitors

LCD displays, CTS-500, 34

plasma displays

CTS-1000, 33

CTS 3000, 27

shared content displays, CTS-3200, 31

motion handling, H.264 compression
algorithm, 64-66

mounting options, CTS-500, 36

MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching)

DiffServ tunneling, 166-167

EXP bits, 166

MPLS VPN (Multiprotocol Label
Switching Virtual Private Networks)

branch QoS design architectures, 
392-402

4-class MPLS VPN SP model,
396-399

6-class MPLS VPN SP model,
399-402

Enterprise recommendations, 394

nontraditional WAN access media
in, 394

SP class-of-service models, 393

SP recommendations, 394

SP traffic marking/remarking
requirements, 393-394



574 MPLS VPN (Multiprotocol Label Switching Virtual Private Networks)

subline rate Ethernet access, 
402-403

intercompany TelePresence network
deployment model, 114

MQC (modular QoS command-line 
interface), 161-165

MTTR, operational resiliency and, 
155-156

mulitpoint meetings, latency 
measurements in, 78-79

multichannel wide-band audio, 
CTS-3000, 29

multihoming, 125

multiple service provider peering 
(Inter-Company TelePresence design)

islands of connectivity, 533

multitier, indirect hierarchical peering
model, 534, 537

single tier, direct peering model, 534

multiple, decentralized Inter-Company
access circuits, 523, 527

multiplexing

audio, 25

Cisco TelePresence Codec packets, 
74-75

demultiplexing, 83-87

video, 25

multipoint services, 533

multipoint switches, 125, 244, 437

Multipoint TelePresence

audio in, 466

bandwidth requirements, 475-477

burst considerations, 477, 481

Cisco gateways in, 455

Cisco ISO gatekeepers, 455

components of, 454

CTMS, 454-455

ad hoc meetings, 458

branch network placements, 482

campus network placements, 481

configuration requirements, 484

converged WAN circuits, 484

dedicated WAN circuits, 484

LAN switch platform 
considerations, 482

locked meetings, 460

Maximum Rooms setting, 460

meeting management, 465

QoS, 463

Quality setting, 461

resource management, 462-463

scheduled meetings, 458

security, 464-465

static meetings, 457-458

switching policies, 459

Video Announce feature, 460

VIP Mode, 461-462

CTS endpoints in, 454, 477

CUCM 3500 Series MCU in, 455

CUCM clusters, 454, 484

deployment models

centralized deployment models,
472, 475-476

distributed deployment models,
472, 476-477

interoperability in, 469-471

IP infrastructures in, 454

latency in, 473

meeting scheduling components in, 454

video conferencing systems in, 455

video in, 467-468

multipoint TelePresence calls, firewalls
and, 423

multitier branch design profiles, 333

multitier campus distribution block
design (campus design architectures),
304-306
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N

NALU (NAL Units), 72

NAT (Network Address Translation)

firewall deployment, 411-412

Inter-VPN connectivity

CUBE, 507

Enterprise SBC-based NAT 
traversal, 506

service provider SBC-based NAT
traversal, 504-506

NAT Traversal

centralized Inter-Company access
circuits, 523

multiple, decentralized Inter-
Company access circuits, 527

native VLAN

IEEE 802.1Q trunking encapsulation,
139

TLV type, 220

NBAR (Network Based Application
Recognition), 165

CEF and, 164

match protocol command and, 164

PDLM and, 163

neighbor nodes, NSF/SSO, 130

network design (TelePresence)

availability design

branch design architectures, 
331-333

campus design architectures, 
300-330

convergence times, 298-299

data compression, 297

packet loss, 297-299

QoS (Quality of Service) design

bandwidth requirements, 339-342

branch architectures, 381-403

burst requirements, 342

campus architectures, 357-381

DiffServ strategies, 349-356

jitter requirements, 346-348

latency requirements, 343-344

loss requirements, 348-349

service level requirements, 
339-349

network elements (SNMP), 223

networks

availability

availability formula, 121-122

device availability, 126-131

device resiliency, 121, 125

downtime and, 121, 124-125

DPM calculations, 123-125

failure detection/recovery 
principles, 132

L2 network availability protocols,
132-146

L3 network availability protocols,
147-155

multihoming, 125

network resiliency, 121

operational resiliency, 
121, 155-157

redundancy in, 123-125

SPOF, 125

branch networks, CTMS placement in
Multipoint TelePresence meetings,
482

campus networks, CTMS placement in
Multipoint TelePresence meetings,
481

connectivity

Cisco TelePresence Codecs, master
and slave architectures, 59

room design and, 294-295

control protocols, 202

DHCP, 207
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IEEE 802.1Q specification, 203-205

IEEE 802.3af PoE specification,
205-206

NTP, 206

five nines networks, 123

MAN, intracampus TelePresence 
network deployment model, 112

management protocols, 202

CDP, 218-221

SNMP, 223-226

TFTP, 222-223

management station flows, firewalls and,
407

NPA, 48

QoS tools, 160

classification tools, 162-165

marking tools, 162

MQC, 161

trust boundaries, 162

redundancy in, 123-125

resiliency, 121

TelePresence interaction

executive home deployment
model, 116

intercompany deployment model,
114-116

internal IP addressing schemes,
107

intra-enterprise deployment
model, 112-116

intracampus deployment model,
112-116

IP addressing best practices, 108

multiplexing audio/video streams,
110

phases of deployment, 116-117

placing/receiving calls, 109-110

primary codecs, 106-109

private network communications,
107

VPN, choosing service providers, 114

WAN, choosing service providers, 114

NIC (network interface cards), 125

NMS (Network Management Stations),
SNMP, 223

no passive-interface interface 
configuration command, 321

noise floor averages, 278

Non Secure security mode (endpoints),
228

Notes (Lotus), 46

NOTIFY method (SIP), 210

NPA (Network Path Assessments), 48

NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) 
ratings, 260-264, 281-283

NSF/SSO (nonstop forwarding via
Stateful Switchover), 128-131

NTP (Network Time Protocol), 206, 416

O

OIR (Online Insertion and Removal),
157

One-Button-to-Push dialing, 
CTS-Manager and, 38

operational resiliency, 121

EEM, 157

GOLD, 156

ISSU, 157

MTTR reduction, 155-156

OIR, 157

OPTIONS method (SIP), 210

OSPF

area stub command, 323

routed access design, 322, 328-330

DR configuration at Distribution
layer, 326-327
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OSPF area 0 designation of Core
layer, 322

OSPF dead timers, tuning, 326

OSPF hello timers, tuning, 326

OSPF route summarization at
Distribution layer, 324

OSPF throttle tuning, 325

OSPF totally stubby 
configuration, 323

out-of-band collaboration applications,
92

Outlook (Microsoft), 46

overlay access circuit Inter-Company
TelePresence deployments, 518

P

packet jitter, 79

packet loss

Cisco TelePresence codec packets, 
managing in, 80-83

IDR frames, 67

TelePresence availability design, 
297-299

TelePresence network QoS design, 
348-349

packetization

depacketization, Cisco TelePresence
codec packets, 77-83

frames versus packets, 71-72

jitter management, Cisco TelePresence
codec packets, 83

late packets, 81

latency, Cisco TelePresence codec 
packets, 83

multiplexing, Cisco TelePresence Codec
packets, 74-75

packet loss, Cisco TelePresence codec
packets, 80-83

rogue packets, SIP and RTP/RTCP 
protocol inspection, 510

RTCP, Cisco TelePresence Codec pack-
ets, 76

RTP

frame sizes, 73

frames versus packets, 71-72

NALU, 72

packet format, 70-71

video packets, 73

spoofed packets, SIP and RTP/RTCP
protocol inspection, 510

Padding (P) field (RTP packets), 70

PAgP (Port Aggregation Protocol), 141

Passive (Default) mode (LACP), 141

passive-interface default router 
configuration command, 321

Payload Type (PT) field (RTP packets),
71

PCP (Priority Code Point) field (IEEE
802.1Q VLAN tagging and CoS), 204

PDB (Per-Domain Behaviors), 171

PDI (Planning, Design and
Implementation), 47-49

PDLM (Protocol Description Language
Modules), NBAR and, 163

PDU (Protocol Data Units), SNMP, 224

pedestals (freestanding), CTS-500 
configuration, 36

peer-to-peer call routing, 495

peer-to-peer protocols, SIP, 208-213,
228

PFC (policy feature cards), 142

PHB (Per-Hop Behaviors)

AF PHB (RFC 2597), 169-170

EF PHB (RFC 3246), 168, 188

phones

Cisco Unified 7975 Series IP Phones, 25

IP phones, Cisco TelePresence Codecs,
master and slave architectures, 58



578 Picturephone (AT&T), evolution of video conferencing

Picturephone (AT&T), evolution of video
conferencing, 5

pink noise, 281

PiP (picture-in-picture) viewing, 
CTS-1000, 33

Pipe mode (MPLS DiffServ tunneling),
167

plasma displays

CTS-1000, 33

CTS-3000, 27

Platform TLV type, 220

PoE (Power over Ethernet), IEEE
802.3af PoE specification, 205-206

point-to-point fiber connections, 313

point-to-point IP addressing schemes, 313

point-to-point TelePresence calls, 
firewalls and, 422

policing

campus QoS design architectures, 
configuring for, 358

dual-rate policers

single-rate three-color markers
(RFC 2697), 174-175

two-rate three-color markers (RFC
2698), 176-177

generic policers, 172

policers as markers, 172

single-rate policers, 173

TelePresence network QoS design, 
recommendations for, 354

token bucket algorithms and, 173

policy maps, 161

Polycom ViewStation, evolution of video
conferencing, 6

Port ID TLV type, 219

PortFast (STP), 136

ports

edge ports, RSTP, 138

fiber ports, UDLD protocol, 133

LAN ports, UDLD protocol, 134

Symmetrical Port Numbering, firewalls
and, 410

Power Available TLV type, 220

Power Consumption TLV type, 220

Power Requested TLV type, 220

power requirements (room design), 
290-294

power supplies, redundancy and, 125

Powered Devices, 206

Prequalification phase (Cisco
TelePresence PDI), 48

presentations, sharing, 92

PRI (Priority) field, Ethernet 802.1Q,
165

primary codecs

DHCP requests, 107

TelePresence network interaction, 106

private network communications,
107

SIP communications, 108-109

priority command, 183

priority percent command, 183

Product Shipment phase (Cisco
TelePresence PDI), 48

projectors (integrated), CTS-3000, 28

propagation delay, latency and, 343

protruding walls (room design), 253-255

Proxies, 209

PSE (Power Sourcing Equipment), 206

public E.164 dialing, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 494-495

purpose-built meeting tables, CTS-3000,
28



quality (experience requirements), Inter-Company TelePresence design 579

Q

QoS (Quality of Service) design
(TelePresence network design), 339

branch architectures, 381-382

LLQ versus CBWFQ over
WAN/VPN, 383-392

MPLS VPN QoS design, 392-403

campus architectures

Catalyst 3560 QoS design, 
359-366

Catalyst 3750 QoS design, 
360-361

Catalyst 4500 Classic Supervisors
QoS design, 366-370

Catalyst 4500 Supervisor 6-E QoS
design, 371-374

Catalyst 4900 Classic Supervisors
QoS design, 366-370

Catalyst 4900 Supervisor 6-E QoS
design, 371-374

Catalyst 6500 QoS design, 
374-381

defining trust boundaries, 
357-358

DSCP, 359

policer configuration, 358

queuing configuration, 358

DiffServ strategies

hardware versus software QoS
policies, 349

link efficiency recommendations,
356

marking recommendations, 
349-354

policing recommendations, 354

queuing recommendations, 
354-355

shaping recommendations, 356

service level requirements

bandwidth requirements, 339-342

burst requirements, 342

jitter requirements, 346-348

latency requirements, 343-344

loss requirements, 348-349

QoS (Quality of Service) tools, 160

classification tools

class maps, 162-165

marking tools versus, 162

NBAR, 163-165

dropping tools, 190

DSCP-based WRED, 193-194

ECN, 194-195

WRED, 191-193

HQoS policies, 196-199

marking tools

classification tools versus, 162

DSCP, 167-171

Ethernet 802.1Q/p CoS fields,
165-166

MPLS EXP bits, 166

MQC, 161

policing tools

dual-rate policers, 174-177

generic policers, 172

policers as markers, 172

single-rate policers, 173

token bucket algorithms and, 173

shaping tools, 178

1PxQyT, 187-189

CBWFQ, 181-184

hardware queuing, 187-189

LLQ, 183-184, 186-187

trust boundaries, 162

quality (experience requirements), Inter-
Company TelePresence design, 488



580 Quality setting (CTMS meetings)

Quality setting (CTMS meetings), 461

queuing

1P1Q3T Catalyst 3560/3750

egress queuing, 364-366

ingress queuing, 362-363

1P3Q1T egress queuing

Catalyst 4500 Classic
Supervisors, 366-370

Catalyst 4900 Classic
Supervisors, 366-370

1P3Q8T egress queuing, Catalyst 6500,
375-377

1P7Q1T egress queuing

Catalyst 4500 Supervisor 6-E,
371-374

Catalyst 4900 Supervisor 6-E,
371-374

1P7Q4T egress queuing, Catalyst 6500,
377-378, 380-381

campus QoS design architectures, 
configuring for, 358

delays, latency and, 344

TelePresence network QoS design, 
354-355

R

random-detect command, 192-195

range command, 324

rapid transition, RSTP, 138

rate of messages, SIP and RTP/RTCP
protocol inspection, 510

RED (Random Early Detect), 191

redundancy

campus design architectures, 300-301

Catalyst switches, 125

cold redundancy, NSF/SSO and, 129

five nines networks, 123

hot redundancy, NSF/SSO and, 129

power supplies, 125

RPR, NSF/SSO and, 130

RPR+, NSF/SSO and, 130

warm redundancy, NSF/SSO and, 129

REFER method (SIP), 210

refresh rates (Hz)

auxiliary video inputs, Cisco
TelePresence codecs, 62

cameras, Cisco TelePresence codecs, 62

Cisco TelePresence codecs, decoding,
84-85

fields per second versus, 85

frames per second versus, 85

REGISTER method (SIP), 210

registering

CTS endpoints, 443, 445

devices, firewalls and, 417-419

Registrars, 209

reliability, Inter-Company TelePresence
design requirements, 489

remote assistance, TelePresence Remote
Assistance Service, 49

reporting CTS systems, 41

resolution

auxiliary video inputs, Cisco
TelePresence codecs, 62

cameras, Cisco TelePresence codecs, 62

Cisco TelePresence codec packets,
decoding, 84-85

H.264 compression algorithm, 63, 66

resource management, CTMS, 462-463

restrict codecs, SIP and RTP/RTCP 
protocol inspection, 510

reuse thresholds (IP Event Dampening),
155

reverberation (acoustics), room design

controlling, 281-282

measuring, 279, 281

mitigating, 283
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RFC 2474 (Class Selector code points),
170

RFC 2597 (AF PHB), 169-170

RFC 2697, single-rate three-color 
markers, 174-175

RFC 2698, two-rate three-color 
markers, 176-177

RFC 2833, 90-91

RFC 3246 (EF PHB), 168, 188

RFC 3662 (lower effort per-domain
behavior), 171

RFC 4594, 350-355

RJ-45 cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 
102-103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 
104-105

rogue packets, SIP and RTP/RTCP 
protocol inspection, 510

room design, 239

acoustics, 276

ceiling surfaces, 264

controlling ambient noise, 
281-282

controlling reverberation, 281-282

IIC ratings, 282

measuring ambient noise, 
277-278, 281

measuring reverberation, 279-281

mitigating ambient noise, 283

mitigating reverberation, 283

NRC ratings, 264, 281-283

pink noise, 281

STC ratings, 282-283

white noise, 281

angled rooms, 253, 256

asymmetrical rooms, 253, 256

ceiling surfaces, 263

acoustics, 264

light reflectivity, 265

concave walls, 253-255

curved walls, 253-255

depth requirements

camera focal length, 247

camera viewing angles, 247

depth of field (cameras), 247

determining room depth, 245-246

factoring in additional furniture,
248

factoring in seating requirements,
248

factoring in wall adornments, 248

maximum depth constraints, 248

summary of, 249

doors, 258-259

flooring surfaces, 262-263

height requirements

determining room height, 250

maximum height constraints, 
251-252

summary of, 253

vertical clearance, 250-251

HVAC, 283

air noise diffusion, 289

BTU requirements, 285-287

power requirements, 286, 289

lighting

angles/directions, 266

ballast considerations, 275

bulb considerations, 271-272

color temperature, 266

light fixtures, 271-272, 275

measuring light intensity, 269

reflectivity (ceilings), 265

three-point lighting systems, 266



582 room design

network connectivity, 294-295

power requirements, 290-294

protruding walls, 253-255

wall surfaces

acoustics, 260

camera field of view, 262

LRV scale, 261

surface patterns/textures, 259

wall color, 261

width requirements

circulation zones, 244

determining width, 240

factoring in additional furniture,
244

factoring in additional 
participants, 242-244

factoring in peripherals, 241

factoring in seating requirements,
242-244

maximum width constraints, 
244-245

sitting zones, 244

summary of, 245

windows, 258-259

room switching policies (CTMS), 42,
459

route filtering at Distribution layer, 316

route groups

centralized Inter-Company access 
circuit dial plans, 521

multiple, decentralized Inter-Company
access circuits, 527

route lists

centralized Inter-Company access 
circuit dial plans, 521

multiple, decentralized Inter-Company
access circuits, 527

route summarization at Distribution
layer, 317, 324

routed access campus distribution block
design (campus design architectures),
311

carrier-delay settings, 314

EIGRP routed access design, 315-321

IP event dampening, 314

link debounce timer settings, 313

OSPF routed access design, 
322, 327-330

OSPF dead timers, 326

OSPF hello timers, 326

OSPF throttle tuning, 325

point-to-point fiber connections, 313

point-to-point IP addressing schemes,
313

routed firewall deployment mode, 409

routers

NSF-aware routers, 130

NSF-capable routers, 130

virtual routers (VRRP), 150

routing calls, 494-495

RPR (Route Processor Redundancy),
NSF/SSO and, 130

RPR+ (Route Processor Redundancy+),
NSF/SSO and, 130

RSTP (Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol),
138

RTCP (RTP Control Protocol)

Cisco TelePresence Codec packets, 76

control streams, TelePresence endpoints
and, 441

RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol)

frame sizes, 73

frames versus packets, 71-72

NALU, 72

packet format, 70-71

RTP channels, interoperability, 93

bandwidth requirements, 94

CIF resolution video channel, 94



security 583

CTMS, 94

decoding, 95

G.711 audio video channel, 94

RTP Extension field (RTP packets), 71

RTP Payload field (RTP packets), 71

sRTP to RTP fallback, 517

video packets, 73

RTP/AVP (Realtime Transport
Protocol/Audio/Video Profile), media
negotiation in call signalling, 440

RTP/RTCP protocol inspection, Inter-
VPN connectivity, 509-510

S

S-Description

dTLS to S-Description fallback, 515

media encryption (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 514-517

sampling frequency, AAC-LD 
compression algorithm, 69

SBC (Session Border Controllers), 437

Inter-Company TelePresence design,
491

SBC bridges, intercompany
TelePresence network deployment
model, 114

SIP and, 228

scalability

call routing, 494-495

Inter-Company TelePresence design
requirements, 490

Scavenger (lower effort per-domain
behavior), RFC 3662, 171

schedulable segments (CTMS Resource
Management screen), 463

scheduled Multipoint TelePresence 
meetings, 458

scheduling meetings, Inter-Company
TelePresence design, 531

direct-dialing model, 532

indirect “Meet-Me” dialing model, 533

schematics (connectivity)

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-1000 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 106

SDP (Session Description Protocol)

call signaling, 438-439

bandwidth negotiation, 440

media negotiation, 440-441

sRTP key exchanges, 230

seating

CTS-3200, 30-31

room design requirements, 242-244,
248

security, 202

Application layer (Inter-Company
TelePresence design)

configuration files, 512

digital certificates, 511-512

endpoint-server signaling 
authentication/encryption, 512

firmware files, 512

media encryption, 514-517

server-server signaling authenti-
cation/encryption, 512-514

authentication

endpoint-server signaling, 512

server-server signaling, 512-514

configuration files, encrypting, 512

CTMS meetings

administrative access control, 464

confidentiality in, 465

meeting access control, 465

DID, 530

Digest Authentication, server-server 
signaling authentication/encryption,
514



584 security

digital certificates, Application layer
(Inter-Company TelePresence
design), 511-512

DOD, 530

dTLS, 515

encryption

configuration files, 512

endpoint-server signaling, 512

impact on bandwidth, 232

media encryption (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 514-517

server-server signaling, 512-513

Enterprise SBC, Inter-VPN connectivity,
507

firewalls

centralized Inter-Company access
circuits, 523

deployment options, 410-411

Inter-VPN connectivity, 
498, 502-503

multiple, decentralized Inter-
Company access circuits, 527

firmware files, 512

HTTPS, 233

Inter-Company TelePresence design
requirements, 489-490

IPsec, server-server signaling 
authentication/encryption, 513

key exchange, media encryption (Inter-
Company TelePresence design), 514

NAT, Inter-VPN connectivity, 504-506

NAT Traversal

centralized Inter-Company access
circuits, 523

multiple, decentralized Inter-
Company access circuits, 527

RTP, sRTP to RTP fallback, 517

S-Description

dTLS to S-Description fallback,
515

media encryption (Inter-Company
TelePresence design), 514-517

SIP protocol inspection, Inter-VPN con-
nectivity, 509-510

sRTP, 228

key exchanges, 229-232

sRTP to RTP fallback, 517

SSH, 232-233

TLS, 226-228

encryption, 413

server-server signaling authenti-
cation/encryption, 513

Sequence Number field (RTP packets), 71

serialization, latency and, 343

servers

endpoint-server signaling 
authentication/encryption, 512

server-server signaling
authentication/encryption, 512

Digest Authentication, 514

IPsec, 513

TLS, 513

service level requirements, TelePresence
network QoS design

bandwidth requirements, 339-342

burst requirements, 342

jitter requirements, 346-348

latency requirements, 343-344

loss requirements, 348-349

service policy statements, 161

service providers (SP)

branch MPLS VPN QoS design

4-class MPLS VPN SP model,
396-399

6-class MPLS VPN SP model,
399-402

call routing, 495

class-of-service models, 393



single-rate policers 585

multiple service provider peering (Inter-
Company TelePresence design), 533

islands of connectivity, 533

single tier, direct peering model,
534

SBC-based NAT traversal, Inter-VPN
connectivity, 504-506

service subscriptions, LLQ versus
CBWFQ, 383

traffic marking/remarking requirements,
393-394

set cos command, 166

set dscp command, 167

set ip dscp command, 167

shape average command, 179-181

shape peak command, 179

shaping flows, TelePresence network
QoS design, 356

shaping tools, 178

1PxQyT, 187-189

CBWFQ, 181-184

hardware queuing, 187-189

LLQ, 183-187

shared content

CTS-1000, 33

CTS-3200, 31

shared documents/presentations, out-of-
band collaboration applications, 92

Shared Line Appearance (forking), 515

Short-Pipe mode (MPLS DiffServ 
tunneling), 167

show policy-map interface command,
389, 392, 399, 402-403

show upgrade detail command, 61

shrouds (lighting)

CTS-500, 36

CTS-1000, 33

CTS-3000, 29

signaling protocols, 202

AXL/SOAP, 216

CTIQBE, 216-217

JTAPI, 216

LDAP, 217-218

SIP, 208, 213

call signaling components, 435

CTMS and SIP trunks, 437

CTS endpoints as SIP User
Agents, 437

entities of, 208

header descriptions of, 212

message format of, 211-212

methods of, 210

registration via CUCM, 435

response code classes of, 210-211

SBC and, 228

SIP INVITE messages, 437-440,
446, 449

SIP NOTIFY messages, 443-445

SIP REGISTER messages, 435,
443-445

SIP SUBSCRIBE messages, 445

timers within CUCM, 445

TAPI, 216

WebDAV, 217

XML/SOAP, 213-216

single enterprise call signaling 
(intercluster call signaling), 450, 453

single-cluster call signaling

call setup

multipoint call setup, 447

point-to-point call setup, 445

CTS endpoint registration, 443-445

holding calls, 449

terminating calls, 448

single-rate policers, 173



586 single-rate three-color markers (RFC 2697)

single-rate three-color markers (RFC
2697), 174-175

SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), 213

call signaling, 435

entities of, 208

header descriptions of, 212

inspection

firewall deployment, 413

Inter-VPN connectivity, 509-510

message format of, 211-212

methods of, 210

registration, firewalls and, 417-419

response code classes of, 210-211

SBC and, 228

SIP INVITE messages

bandwidth negotiation, 440

CTMS and SIP trunks, 437

SDP and, 439

single-cluster call signaling, 446,
449

SIP NOTIFY messages

CTS boot process, 443

single-cluster call signaling, 445

SIP REGISTER messages, 435

CTS boot process, 443

CTS endpoint registration, 
444-445

SIP SUBSCRIBE messages, 445

TelePresence network interaction, 
108-109

timers within CUCM, 445

trunks, CTMS and, 437

User Agents, CTS endpoints as, 437

sitting zones (room design), 244

SLA (service level agreements), service
providers and, 114

SNAP (Subnetwork Access Protocol),
CDP and, 218

SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol), 223

common PDU list, 224

firewalls and, 424-425

MIB support, 225-226

SOAP

AXL/SOAP, 216

XML/SOAP, 213-216

soft-locks (VIP Mode), 461-462

software

QoS policies, 349

upgrades, ISSU, 157

SP (service providers)

branch MPLS VPN QoS design

4-class MPLS VPN SP model,
396-399

6-class MPLS VPN SP model,
399-402

call routing, 495

class-of-service models, 393

multiple service provider peering (Inter-
Company TelePresence design), 533

islands of connectivity, 533

single tier, direct peering model,
534

SBC-based NAT traversal, Inter-VPN
connectivity, 504-506

service subscriptions, LLQ versus
CBWFQ, 383

traffic marking/remarking requirements,
393-394

spatiality (directionality) of audio, Cisco
TelePresence codec, 23

speaker cable

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 105



switches 587

speakers

Cisco TelePresence Codecs, master and
slave architectures, 58

CTS-500, 36

CTS-1000, 34

CTS-3000, 29

switching (CTMS), 42, 459

SPF (shortest-path-first) throttle timers,
tunning (OSPF), 325

SPL (Sound Pressure Level) meters,
measuring ambient noise, 278

SPOF (single points of failure), network
availability, 125

spoofed packets, SIP and RTP/RTCP
protocol inspection, 510

sRTP (secure Real-Time Protocol), 228

key exchanges, 229

dTLS protocol, 231-232

SDP messages, 230

sRTP to RTP fallback, 517

SSH (Secure Shell), 232-233, 424

SSO (Stateful Switchover)

HSRP SSO, 149

NSF/SSO, 128

enabling, 131

neighbor nodes in, 130

NSF-aware routers, 130

NSF-capable routers, 130

redundancy and, 129-130

VRRP SSO, 150-151

StackWise Plus technology, 126-128

StackWise technology, 126-128

start-interval values (LSA throttle
timers), 325

static meetings, Multipoint TelePresence,
457-458

STC (Sound Transmission Class) ratings,
282-283

STP (Spanning Tree Protocol), 134-135

BackboneFast, 137

PortFast, 136

UplinkFast, 137

VSS versus, 146

stub routing at Access layer, 315-316

stubby configuration, 323

subline rate Ethernet access (branch
MPLS VPN QoS design), 402-403

SUBSCRIBE method (SIP), 210

summarizing

EIGRP routes at Distribution layer, 317

OSPF route summarization at
Distribution layer, 324

supervisors, 129

suppress thresholds (IP Event
Dampening), 154

switches

3750E switches, StackWise/StackWise
Plus technologies, 126

3750G switches, StackWise technology,
126-127

Catalyst 3560

1P1Q3T egress queuing, 364-366

1P1Q3T ingress queuing, 362-363

QoS design, 359-366

Catalyst 3750

1P1Q3T egress queuing, 364-366

1P1Q3T ingress queuing, 362-363

QoS design, 360-366

Catalyst 4500 Classic Supervisors

1P3Q1T egress queuing, 366-370

QoS design, 366-370

Catalyst 4500 Supervisor 6-E

1P7Q1T egress queuing, 371-374

QoS design, 371-374

Catalyst 4900 Classic Supervisors

1P3Q1T egress queuing, 366-370

QoS design, 366-370
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Catalyst 4900 Supervisor 6-E

1P7Q1T egress queuing, 371-374

QoS design, 371-374

Catalyst 6500

1P3Q8T egress queuing, 375-377

1P7Q4T egress queuing, 377-381

QoS design, 374-381

CTMS, SIP trunks, 437

MultiPoint Switches, 125, 437

redundancy, 125

switching policies (CTMS meetings), 459

switchovers, 129, 468

Symmetrical Port Numbering, firewalls
and, 410

synchronization (global), 191

Synchronization Source Identifier
(SSRC) field (RTP packets), 71

system connections (internal)

CTS-500 systems, 99-100

CTS-1000 systems, 100

CTS-3000 systems, 101-103

CTS-3200 systems, 104-106

systems management/reporting (CTS),
CTS-Manager, 41

T

T.120 data conferencing, evolution of
video conferencing, 6

tables

CTS-3200, 31

meeting tables, CTS-3000, 28

tag field (sRTP), 230

tail drops, 190

TAPI (Telephony API), 216

TCP (Transfer Control Protocol)

global synchronization, 191

SIP operation, 213

TCP Port 6970, firewalls and, 417

TCP starvation/UDP dominance, 393

TelePresence

bandwidth requirements, 14

defining, 4-5

deployment of, 11, 17-18

development of, 9-11

end-to-end solution, TelePresence as, 11

internal system connections

CTS-500 systems, 99-100

CTS-1000 systems, 100

CTS-3000 systems, 101-103

CTS-3200 systems, 104-106

network deployment

executive home deployment
model, 116

intercompany deployment model,
114-116

intra-enterprise deployment
model, 112-116

intracampus deployment model,
112-116

phases of deployment, 116-117

network interaction

internal IP addressing schemes,
107

IP addressing best practices, 108

multiplexing audio/video streams,
110

placing/receiving calls, 109-110

primary codecs, 106-109

private network communications,
107

quality in, 10-13

reliability in, 10, 13

Remote Assistance Service, 49

simplicity in, 10, 13

video conferencing versus, 11-14



UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) 589

TelePresence network design

availability design

branch design architectures, 
331-333

campus design architectures, 
300-330

convergence times, 298-299

data compression, 297

packet loss, 297-299

QoS (Quality of Service) design

bandwidth requirements, 339-342

branch architectures, 381-403

burst requirements, 342

campus architectures, 357-381

DiffServ strategies, 349-356

jitter requirements, 346-348

latency requirements, 343-344

loss requirements, 348-349

service level requirements, 
339-349

terminating calls, 448

TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol),
108, 222-223, 416

three-point lighting systems (room
design), 266

throttle tuning (OSPF), 325

Timestamp field (RTP packets), 71

TLS (Transport Layer Security) 
protocol, 226-228, 413

TLS (Tunneling Layer Security), 
server-server signaling authentica-
tion/encryption, 513

TLV (type-length value) fields, CDP 
relevant types list, 219

To headers (SIP), 213

token bucket algorithms, policers and,
173

totally stubby configurations, 323

TPID (Tag Protocol Identifier) field

(IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tagging 
and CoS), 203

traffic

marking/remarking (SP), 393-394

policing recommendations, 354

smoothing algorithms, 342

transitive trust, S-Description and, 515

Transparent firewall deployment mode,
409

transport layer (SSH), 232

trunking, 139

trust boundaries

defining (campus QoS design 
architectures), 357-358

QoS tools, 162

TTL (Time-To-Live) fields (CDP), 219

two-rate three-color markers (RFC
2698), 176-177

Type field (CDP), 219

U - V

UA (User Agents), 208

UAC (user agent clients), 208, 437

UAS (user agent servers), 209, 437

UDLD (UniDirectional Link Detection)
protocol, 133

UDP (User Datagram Protocol), SIP
operation, 213

Uniform mode (MPLS DiffServ 
tunneling), 167

upgrades, ISSU, 157

UplinkFast (STP), 137

usage, ease of use requirements, 489

user authentication layer (SSH), 233

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), NTP
and, 206



590 validating hostnames, SIP and RTP/RTCP protocol inspection

validating hostnames, SIP and
RTP/RTCP protocol inspection, 510

Value field (CDP), 219

Version (V) field (RTP packets), 70

Version field (CDP), 219

Version TLV type, 220

vertical clearance (room design)

Ceiling Visualizer, 250-251

factoring in peripherals, 250-251

fire suppression systems, 250

light fixtures, 250

VGA-DVI, 62

Via, headers (SIP), 213

VID (VLAN Identifier) field (IEEE
802.1Q VLAN tagging and CoS), 204

video

1080p30 video streams, 297

aspect ratios, H.264 compression 
algorithm, 64-65

auxiliary video inputs

Mutlipoint TelePresence meetings,
468

refresh rates (Hz), 62

resolution, 62

cable

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems,
102

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems,
104

Cisco TelePresence codec, 20-23

conferencing, 92

Active Segmnent Cascading, 93

evolution of, 5-9

Multipoint TelePresence, 455

RTP channels, 93-95

TelePresence versus, 11-14

CTS-500 TelePresence systems, 100

CTS-3000 TelePresence systems, 103

CTS-3200 TelePresence systems, 105

encoding

aspect ratios, 64-65

CABAC, 63

frame intervals, 64, 67

frame rates, 64-66

H.264 compression algorithm, 
63-67

motion handling, 64-66

resolution, 63, 66

IDR frames, 67

jitter requirements, TelePresence 
network QoS design, 346-349

LTR frames, 67

media flows, firewalls and, 407, 421-423

multiplexing

Cisco TelePresence codec, 25

TelePresence network interaction,
110

Multipoint TelePresence meetings, 
467-468

output mapping, 83

switchover delays, Multipoint
TelePresence meetings, 468

Video Announce feature 
(CTMS meetings), 460

viewing angles (cameras), room design,
247

ViewStation (Polycom), evolution of
video conferencing, 6

VIP Mode (CTMS meetings), 461-462

virtual route masters (VRRP), 149

virtual routers (VRRP), 150

virtual switch campus distribution block
design (campus design architectures),
307-311

Virtual Switch Domains, 142-144

Visualizer (Ceiling), room design, 
250-251



wall surfaces (room design) 591

VLAN (virtual local area networks)

Appliance VLAN-ID TLV type, 220

IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tagging and CoS,
203-204

native VLAN

IEEE 802.1Q trunking encapsula-
tion, 139

TLV type, 220

VID field (IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tagging
and CoS), 204

VLAN ID, Ethernet 802.1Q, 166

VVLAN

IEEE 802.1Q specification, 205

TelePresence network interaction,
106-110

VLSM addressing, 313

VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol),
TelePresence’s effect on, 384

volume (audio outputs), decoding, 86

VPN (virtual private networks)

branch MPLS VPN QoS design, 392

4-class MPLS VPN SP model,
396-399

6-class MPLS VPN SP model,
399-402

Enterprise recommendations, 394

nontraditional WAN access media
in, 394

SP class-of-service models, 393

SP recommendations, 394

SP traffic marking/remarking
requirements, 393-394

subline rate Ethernet access, 402-
403

Inter-VPN connectivity

CUBE, 507

Enterprise SBC, 507

firewalls, 498, 502-503

NAT, 504-506

RTP/RTCP protocol inspection,
509-510

security, 498, 502-510

SIP protocol inspection, 509-510

VPN Traversal, 495, 498

LLQ versus CBWFQ (branch QoS
design architectures), 383-384

MPLS VPN, intercompany TelePresence
network deployment model, 114

service providers, choosing, 114

VPN Traversal, 495, 498

VRRP (Virtual Router Redundancy
Protocol), 149-151

VSL (virtual switch links), 143-144

VSS (Virtual Switch Systems), 142-146,
307-311

VTP Management Domain TLV type, 220

VVLAN (Voice VLAN)

IEEE 802.1Q specification, 205

TelePresence network interaction

internal IP addressing schemes,
107

multiplexing audio/video streams,
110

placing/receiving calls, 109-110

primary codecs, 106-109

private network communications,
107

W

wall adornments (room design), 248

wall surfaces (room design)

acoustics, NRC ratings, 260

camera field of view, 262

LRV scale, 261

surface patterns/textures, 259

wall color, 261



592 wall-mounted configurations, CTS-500

wall-mounted configurations, CTS-500,
36

WAN (wide area networks)

branch MPLS VPN QoS design, 
nontraditional access media in, 394

Enterprise WAN, 491

Inter-Company TelePresence 
deployments, 518

LLQ versus CBWFQ (branch QoS
design architectures)

33% LLQ Rule, 383-384

real-time SP service subscriptions,
383

VoIP, 384

WAN Edge CBWFQ policies, 
389-392

WAN Edge LLQ policies, 384-389

service providers, choosing, 114

WAN circuits, 484

warm redundancy, NSF/SSO and, 129

WebDAV (Web-based Distributed
Authoring and Versioning), 217

white lists

DID, 530

DOD, 530

SIP and RTP/RTCP protocol inspection,
510

white noise, 281

wide-band audio, CTS-3000, 29

width requirements (room design)

circulation zones, 244

determining width, 240

factoring in

additional furniture, 244

additional participants, 242-244

peripherals, 241

seating requirements, 242-244

maximum width constraints, 244-245

sitting zones, 244

summary of, 245

windows (room design), 258-259

WRED (Weighted-RED), 191-192

DSCP-based WRED, 193-194

WRED ECN, 195

WTD (Weighted Tail Drops), 188

X - Y - Z

XML/SOAP, 213-216
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